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An idealized “test” object in general relativity moves along a geodesic. However, if the object has a
finite mass, this will create additional curvature in the spacetime, causing it to deviate from geodesic
motion. If the mass is nonetheless sufficiently small, such an effect is usually treated perturbatively
and is known as the gravitational self-force due to the object. This issue is still an open problem in
gravitational physics today, motivated not only by basic foundational interest, but also by the need for
its direct application in gravitational-wave astronomy. In particular, the observation of extreme-mass-
ratio inspirals by the future space-based detector LISA will rely crucially on an accurate modeling
of the self-force driving the orbital evolution and gravitational wave emission of such systems.
In this paper, we present a novel derivation, based on conservation laws, of the basic equations of
motion for this problem. They are formulated with the use of a quasilocal (rather than matter) stress-
energy-momentum tensor—in particular, the Brown-York tensor—so as to capture gravitational ef-
fects in the momentum flux of the object, including the self-force. Our formulation and resulting
equations of motion are independent of the choice of the perturbative gauge. We show that, in ad-
dition to the usual gravitational self-force term, they also lead to an additional “self-pressure” force
not found in previous analyses, and also that our results correctly recover known formulas under ap-
propriate conditions. Our approach thus offers a fresh geometrical picture from which to understand
the self-force fundamentally, and potentially useful new avenues for computing it practically.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Gravitational waves and extreme-mass-ratio
inspirals
The recent advent of gravitational wave astronomy—
propelled by the ground-based direct detections achieved
by the LIGO/Virgo collaboration (see [1] for the detections
∗ oltean@ice.cat
during the O1 and O2 observing runs), the success of the
LISA Pathfinder mission as a proof of principle for future
space-based interferometric detectors [2, 3], and the sub-
sequent approval of the LISA mission for launch in the
2030s [4, 5]—has brought a multitude of both practical
and foundational problems to the foreground of gravita-
tional physics today. While a plethora of possibilities for
gravitational wave sources are actively being investigated
theoretically and anticipated to become accessible obser-
vationally, both on the Earth as well as in space, the most
ubiquitous class of such sources has manifestly been—and
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2Figure 1. Sketch of an extreme-mass-ratio inspiral (EMRI),
a two-body system consisting of a stellar-mass compact ob-
ject (SCO), usually a stellar-mass black hole, of mass m ∼
100−2M, orbiting and eventually spiralling into a (super-)
massive black hole (MBH), of mass M ∼ 106−10M, and
emitting gravitational waves in the process.
foreseeably will remain—the coalescence of compact ob-
ject binaries [6, 7]. These are two-body systems consist-
ing of a pair of compact objects, say of masses M1 and
M2, orbiting and eventually spiraling into each other. Each
of these is, usually, either a black hole (BH) or a neutron
star. There are also more general possibilities being inves-
tigated, including that of having a brown dwarf as one of
the objects [8].
The LIGO/Virgo detections during the first scientific
runs [1], O1 and O2, have all involved binaries of stellar-
mass compact objects (SCOs) located in our local neigh-
bourhood. These have comparable masses, of the order of
a few tens of solar masses each (M1 ∼ M2 ∼ 100−2M).
In addition second- and third- generation terrestrial detec-
tors can also eventually see intermediate-mass-ratio inspi-
rals, binaries consisting of an intermediate-mass BH, of
102−4M, and an SCO. While there is as yet no direct
evidence for the existence of the former sorts of objects,
there are good reasons to anticipate their detection (through
gravitational waves) most likely at the centers of globular
clusters, and their study provides an essential link to the
strongly perturbative regime of compact object binary dy-
namics.
It is even further in this direction that future space-based
detectors such as LISA are anticipated to take us. In partic-
ular, LISA is expected to see extreme-mass-ratio inspirals
(EMRIs) [9], compact binaries where M1  M2. An ele-
mentary sketch is depicted in Figure 1. The more massive
object could be a (super-) massive black hole (MBH) of
mass M1 = M ∼ 104−7M located at a galactic cen-
ter, with the significantly less massive object—effectively
orbiting and eventually spiraling into the MBH—being an
SCO: either a stellar-mass black hole or a neutron star, with
M2 = m ∼ 100−2M.
Average estimates indicate that LISA will be able to see
on the order of hundreds of EMRI events per year [10],
with an expectation of observing, for each, thousands of or-
bital cycles over a period on the order of one year before the
final plunge [11]. The trajectories defining these cycles and
the gravitational wave signals produced by them will gen-
erally look much more complex than the relatively generic
signals from mergers of stellar-mass black holes of compa-
rable masses as observed, for example, by LIGO/Virgo.
EMRIs will therefore offer an ideal experimental mi-
lieu for strong gravity: the complicated motion of the
SCO around the MBH will effectively “map out” the
geometry—that is, the gravitational field—around the
MBH, thus presenting us with an unprecedented opportu-
nity for studying gravity in the very strong regime [10, 12].
In particular, among the possibilities offered by EMRIs are
the measurement of the mass and spin of the MBH to very
high accuracy, testing the validity of the Kerr metric as the
correct description of BHs within general relativity (GR),
and testing GR itself as the correct theory of gravity.
Yet, the richness of the observational opportunities pre-
sented by EMRIs comes with an inexorable cost: that is, a
significant and as yet ongoing technical challenge in their
theoretical modeling. This is all the more pressing as the
EMRI signals expected from LISA are anticipated to be
much weaker than the instrumental noise of the detec-
tor. Effectively, what this means is that extremely accu-
rate models are necessary in order to produce the wave-
form templates that can be used to extract the relevant sig-
nals from the detector data stream. At the theoretical level,
the problem of EMRI modeling cannot be tackled directly
with numerical relativity (used for the LIGO/Virgo detec-
tions), simply due to the great discrepancy in (mass/length)
scales; however, for the same reason, the approach that
readily suggests itself is perturbation theory. See Figure
2 for a graphic depicting the main methods used for com-
pact object binary modeling in the different regimes. In
particular, modeling the strong gravity, extreme mass ratio
regime turns out to be equivalent to a general and quite old
problem which can be posed in any (not just gravitational)
classical field theory: the so-called self-force problem.
B. The self-force problem
Suppose we are dealing with a theory for a field ψ(x) in
some spacetime. If the theory admits a Lagrangian formu-
lation, we can usually assume that the field equations have
the general form
L[ψ (x)] = S (x) , (1)
3Figure 2. The main approaches used in practice for the mod-
eling of compact object binaries as a function of the mass ra-
tio (increasing from 1) and the spacetime curvature involved.
For low curvature (high separation between the bodies), post-
Newtonian and post-Minkowskian methods are used. For high
curvature (low separation) and low mass ratio, numerical rel-
ativity is used. For high curvature and extreme mass ratios,
as the scale of a numerical grid would have to span orders of
magnitude thus rendering it impracticable, perturbation theory
must be used—in particular, self-force methods.
where L is a (partial, possibly non-linear and typically
second-order) differential operator, and we refer to S as
the “source” of the field ψ. Broadly speaking, the prob-
lem of the self-force is to find solutions ψ(x) satisfying
(1) when S is “localized” in spacetime. Intuitively, it is
the question of how the existence of a dynamical (field-
generating) “small object” (a mass, a charge etc.) backre-
acts upon the total field ψ, and hence in turn upon its own
future evolution subject to that field. Thus, an essential
part of any detailed self-force analysis is a precise spec-
ification of what exactly it means for S to be localized.
In standard approaches, one typically devises a perturba-
tive procedure whereby S ends up being approximated as
a distribution, usually a Dirac delta, compactly supported
on a worldline—that is, the “background” (zeroth pertur-
bative order) worldline of the small object. However, this
already introduces a nontrivial mathematical issue: if L
is non-linear (in the standard PDE sense), then the prob-
lem (1) with a distributional source S is mathematically
ill-defined, at least within the classical theory of distri-
butions [13] where products of distributions do not make
sense [14]1.
One might therefore worry that nonlinear physical theo-
ries, such as GR, would a priori not admit solutions sourced
by distributions, and we refer the interested reader to Ref.
[18] for a classic detailed discussion of this topic. The sav-
ing point is that, while the full field equation (in this case,
the Einstein equation) may indeed be generally non-linear,
if we devise a perturbative procedure (where the mean-
ing of the “perturbation” is prescribed in such a way as
to account for the presence of the small object itself), then
the first-order field equation is, by construction, linear in
the (first-order) perturbation δψ of ψ. Thus, assuming the
“background” field is a known exact solution of the theory,
it always makes sense to seek solutions δψ to
δL[δψ (x)] = S (x) , (2)
for a distributional source S, where δL indicates the first-
order part of the operator L in the full field equation (1). As
this only makes sense for the (linear) first-order problem,
such an approach becomes again ill defined if we begin to
ask about the (nonlinear) second- or any higher-order prob-
lem. Additional technical constructions are needed to deal
with these, the most common of which for the gravitational
self-force has been the so-called “puncture” (or “effective
source”) method [11, 19–21]; similar ideas have proven to
be very useful also in numerical relativity [22, 23]. For
work on the second-order equation of motion for the grav-
itational self-force problem, see e.g. Refs. [24–26]. For
now, we assume that we are interested here in the first-order
self-force problem (2) only.
Now concretely, in GR, our physical field ψ is simply the
spacetime metric gab (where Latin letters from the begin-
ning of the alphabet indicate spacetime indices), and fol-
lowing standard convention we denote a first-order pertur-
bation thereof by δgab = hab. The problem (2) is then just
the first-order Einstein equation,
δGab[hcd] = κT PPab , (3)
where Gab is the Einstein tensor, κ = 8pi (in geometrized
units c = G = 1) is the Einstein constant, and T PPab the
energy-momentum tensor of a “point particle” (PP) com-
pactly supported on a given worldline C˚ . We will return
1 Nonlinear theories of distributions are being actively investigated by math-
ematicians [15–17], however at this point, to our knowledge, their potential
applicability to the self-force problem has not been contemplated to any
significant extent.
4Figure 3. A depiction of the perturbative problem for the grav-
itational self-force (GSF). In particular, this represents one of
the most popular conceptions of a so-called “self-consistent”
approach [31]: at a given step (on a given Cauchy surface)
in the time evolution problem, one computes the “correction
to the motion” away from geodesic (C˚ ) in the form of a de-
viation vector Za, determined by the GSF. Then, at the next
time step, one begins on a new (“corrected”) geodesic (C˚ ′),
computes the new deviation vector, and so on.
later to discussing this more precisely, but in typical ap-
proaches, C˚ turns out to be a geodesic—that is, the “back-
ground” motion of the small object, which is in this case a
small mass 2. Thus, simply solving (3) for hab assuming a
fixed C˚ for all time, though mathematically well-defined,
is by itself physically meaningless: it would simply give us
the metric perturbations caused by a small object eternally
moving on the same geodesic. Instead what we would ulti-
mately like is a way to take into account how hab modifies
the motion of the small object itself. Thus in addition to
the field equation (3), any self-force analysis must be sup-
2 The problem of deriving geodesic motion for appropriately defined non-
dynamical “test particles” from the Einstein equation (in lieu of postulating
it as an independent “axiom” of GR additional to the Einstein equation) is a
long-standing and interesting issue in its own right. Einstein was involved
in some of the earliest work on this [27], and over the decades various
proofs have been put forward outside of the context of the GSF problem.
See Refs. [28, 29] for some of the most famous such proofs. See also Ref.
[30] for a recent general review of the most widely used approaches as well
as an interesting novel proposal. We consider later in this paper in detail
one approach to the gravitational self-force which also proves geodesic
motion as the “background” motion of point particles in GR.
plemented by an equation of motion (EoM) telling us, es-
sentially, how to move from a given background geodesic
C˚ at one step in the (ultimately numerical) time evolution
problem to a new background geodesic C˚ ′ at the next time
step—with respect to which the field equation (3) is solved
anew, and so on. This is sometimes referred to as a “self-
consistent” approach. See Fig. 3 for a visual depiction.
The first proposal for an EoM for the gravitational self-
force (GSF) problem was put forward in the late 1990s,
since known as the MiSaTaQuWa equation after its authors
[32, 33]. On any C˚ , it reads:
Z¨a = −E˚b aZb + F a[htailcd ; U˚e] . (4)
The LHS is a second (proper) time derivative of a devia-
tion vector Za on C˚ pointing in the direction of the “true
motion” (away from C˚ ), to be defined more precisely later.
On the RHS, E˚ab is the electric part of the Weyl tensor on
C˚ , such that the first term is a usual “geodesic deviation”
term. The second term on the RHS is the one usually under-
stood as being responsible for self-force effects: F a[·; ·] is
a four-vector functional of a symmetric rank-2 contravari-
ant tensor and a vector, to which we refer in general (for
any arguments) as the GSF functional. In any spacetime
with a given metric g˚ab and compatible derivative operator
∇˚a, it is explicitly given by the following simple action of
a first-order differential operator:
F a[Hbc;V d]
= −
(˚
gab + V aV b
)(
∇˚cHbd − 12∇˚bHcd
)
V cV d . (5)
While this is easy enough to calculate once one knows the
arguments, the main technical challenge in using the MiS-
aTaQuWa equation (4) lies precisely in the determination
thereof: in particular, htailab is not the full metric perturba-
tion hab which solves the field equation (3), but instead
represents what is called the “tail” integral of the Green
functions of hab. This quantity is well defined, but dif-
ficult to calculate in practice and usually requires the fix-
ing of a perturbative gauge—typically the Lorenz gauge,
∇˚b(hab− 12hcdg˚cdg˚ab) = 0. Physically, htailab can be thought
of as the part of the full perturbation h which is scattered
back by the spacetime curvature. (In this way, h can be re-
garded as the sum of htailab and the remainder, what is some-
times called the “instantaneous” or “direct” part hdirectab , re-
sponsible for waves radiated to infinity [34].)
An alternative, equivalent GSF EoM was proposed by
Detweiler and Whiting in the early 2000s [35]. It relies
upon a regularization procedure for the metric perturba-
5tions, i.e. a choice of a decomposition for hab (the full
solution of the field equation (3)) into the sum of two parts:
one which diverges—in fact, one which contains all diver-
gent contributions—on C˚ , denoted hSab (the so-called “sin-
gular” field, related to the “direct” part of the metric pertur-
bation), and a remainder which is finite, hRab (the so-called
“regular” field, related to the “tail” part), so that one writes
hab = hSab + hRab. An analogy with the self-force problem
in electromagnetism gives some physical intuition behind
how to interpret the meaning of this decomposition [11],
with hSab ∼ m/r having the heuristic form of a “Coulom-
bian self-field.” However, no procedure is known for ob-
taining the precise expression of hSab in an arbitrary pertur-
bative gauge, and moreover, once a gauge is fixed (again,
usually the Lorenz gauge), this splitting is not unique [11].
Nevertheless, if and when such an hSab is obtained (from
which we thus also get hRab = hab − hSab), the Detweiler-
Whiting EoM for the GSF reads:
Z¨a = −E˚b aZb + F a[hRcd; U˚e] . (6)
The EoMs (4) and (6) are equivalent in the Lorenz
gauge and form the basis of the two most popular meth-
ods used today for the numerical computation of the GSF.
Yet a great deal of additional technical machinery is re-
quired for handling gauge transformations. This is essen-
tial because, in the EMRI problem, the background space-
time metric—that of the MBH—is usually assumed to be
Schwarzschild or Kerr. Perturbation theory for such space-
times has been developed and is most easily carried out
in, respectively, the so-called Regge-Wheeler and radia-
tion gauges; in other words, in practice, it is often difficult
(though not infeasible—see e.g. Ref. [36]) to compute hab
directly in the Lorenz gauge for use in (4) or (6).
A proposal for an EoM for the GSF that is valid in a
wider class of perturbative gauges was presented by Gralla
in 2011 [37]. In particular, it is valid in what are called
“parity-regular” gauges, i.e. gauges satisfying a certain
parity condition. This condition ultimately has its ori-
gins in the Hamiltonian analysis of Regge and Teitleboim
in the 1970s [38], wherein the authors introduce it in or-
der to facilitate the vanishing of certain surface integrals
and thus to render certain general-relativistic Hamiltonian
notions, such as multipoles and “center of mass,” well-
defined mathematically. In parity-regular gauges (satis-
fying the Regge-Teitleboim parity condition), the Gralla
EoM—mathematically equivalent, in the Lorenz gauge, to
the MiSaTaQuWa and the Detweiler-Whiting EoMs—is:
Z¨a = −E˚b aZb + 14pi limr→0
∫
S2r
S2 F
a[hcd; U˚e] . (7)
The GSF (last) term on the RHS is obtained in this ap-
proach by essentially relating the deviation vector (the evo-
lution of which is expressed by the LHS) with a gauge
transformation vector and then performing an “angle av-
erage” over an r-radius two-sphere S2r, with volume form
S2 , of the so-called “bare” GSF, F
a[hbc; U˚d]. The latter
is just the GSF functional [Eq. (5)] evaluated directly us-
ing the full metric perturbatiuon hab (i.e. the “tail” plus
“direct” parts, or equivalently, the “regular” plus “singu-
lar” parts), around (rather than at the location of) the dis-
tributional source. The point therefore is that this formula
never requires the evaluation of hab on C˚ itself, where it
is divergent by construction; instead, away from C˚ it is al-
ways finite, and (7) says that it suffices to compute the GSF
functional (5) with hab directly in the argument (requiring
no further transformations), and integrate it over a small
sphere.
The manifest advantage of (7) relative to (4) or (6) is that
no computations of tail integrals or regularizations of the
metric perturbations are needed at all. Yet, to our knowl-
edge, there has thus far been no attempted numerical com-
putation of the GSF using this formula. One of the issues
with this remains that of the perturbative gauge: the parity-
regular class actually still does not include the Regge-
Wheeler and radiation gauges, and thus further work is
needed to use an hab computed in such gauges. Aside from
the practical issues with a possible numerical implementa-
tion of this, there is also a conceptual issue: this formula
results from an essentially mathematical argument—by a
convenient “averaging” over the angles—so as to make it
well-defined in a Hamiltonian setting via a relation to a
canonical definition of the center of mass. Yet its general
form as a closed two-surface integral suggestively hints at
the possibility of interpreting it not merely as a convenient
mathematical relation, but as a real physical flux of (some
notion of) “gravitational momentum”. We contend and will
demonstrate in this paper that indeed an even more general
version of (7) results from the consideration of momentum
conservation laws in GR.
C. The self-force problem via conservation laws
The idea of using conservation laws for tackling the
self-force problem was appreciated and promptly exploited
6quite early on for the electromagnetic self-force. In the
1930s [39], Dirac was the first to put forward such an anal-
ysis in flat spacetime, and later on in 1960 [40], DeWitt
and Brehme extended it to non-dynamically curved space-
times3. In such approaches, it can be shown4 that the EoM
for the electromagnetic self-force follows from local con-
servation expressions of the form
∆P a =
∫
∆B
BT
abnb , (8)
where the LHS expresses the flux of matter four-
momentum P a between the “caps” of (i.e. closed spa-
tial two-surfaces delimiting) a portion (or “time interval”)
of a thin worldtube boundary B (topologically R × S2),
with natural volume form B and (outward-directed) unit
normal na (see Figure 4). In particular, one takes a time
derivative of (8) to obtain an EoM expressing the time rate
of change of momentum in the form of a closed spatial two-
surface integral (by differentiating the worldtube bound-
ary integral). For the electromagnetic self-force problem,
the introduction of an appropriate matter stress-energy-
momentum tensor Tab into Eq. (8) and a bit of subsequent
argumentation reduces the integral expression to the fa-
mous Lorentz-Dirac equation; on a spatial three-slice in a
Lorentz frame and in the absence of external forces, for
example, this simply reduces to P˙ i = 23q2a˙i for a charge
q.
The success of conservation law approaches for formu-
lating the electromagnetic self-force in itself inspires hope
that the same may be done in the case of the gravitational
self-force (GSF) problem. In particular, Gralla’s formula
in Eq. (7) strongly hints at the possibility of understanding
the RHS not just as a mathematical (“angle averaging”) de-
vice, but as a true, physical flux of gravitational momentum
arising from a consideration of conservation expressions.
Nevertheless, to our knowledge, there has thus far been
no proposed treatment of the GSF following such an ap-
proach. This may, in large part, be conceivably attributed to
the notorious conceptual difficulties surrounding the very
question of the basic formulation of conservation laws in
GR. Local conservation laws, along the lines of Eq. (8) that
can readily be used for electromagnetism, no longer make
sense once gravity is treated as dynamical. The reason
3 By this, we mean spacetimes with non-flat but fixed metrics, which do
not evolve dynamically (gravitationally) in response to the matter stress-
energy-momentum present therein.
4 See Ref. [41] for a basic and more contemporary presentation.
Figure 4. A worldtube boundaryB (topologically R× S2) in
M , with (outward-directed) unit normal na. The change in
matter four-momentum between two constant time slices of
this worldtube is given by the flux of the normal projection (in
one index) of the matter stress-energy-momentum tensor Tab
through the portion ofB bounded thereby.
has a simple explanation in the equivalence principle [42]:
one can always find a local frame of reference with a van-
ishing local “gravitational field” (metric connection coeffi-
cients), and hence a vanishing local “gravitational energy-
momentum”, irrespective of how one might feel inclined to
define the latter.
A wide variety of approaches have been taken over the
decades towards formulating sensible notions of gravita-
tional energy-momentum, with still no general consensus
among relativists today on which to qualify as “the best”
[43, 44]. Often the preference for employing certain def-
initions over others may simply come down to context or
convenience, but in any case, there exist agreements be-
tween the most typical definitions in various limits. A
very common feature among them is the idea of replac-
ing a local notion of gravitational energy-momentum, i.e.
energy-momentum as a volume density, with what is re-
ferred to as a quasilocal energy-momentum, i.e. energy-
momentum as a boundary density. The typical Hamiltonian
definitions of the (total) gravitational energy-momentum
for an asymptotically-flat spacetime, for example, are of
such a form. Among the most commonly used generaliza-
tions of these definitions to arbitrary (finite) spacetime re-
gions was proposed in the early 1990s by Brown and York
[45], and follow from what is now eponymously known
as the Brown-York stress-energy-momentum tensor. It is a
quasilocal tensor, meaning it is only defined on the bound-
7ary of an arbitrary spacetime region. For example, using
this, the total (matter plus gravitational) energy inside a
spatial volume is given up to a constant factor by the closed
two-surface (boundary) integral of the trace of the bound-
ary extrinsic curvature—precisely in agreement with the
Hamiltonian definition of energy for the entire spacetime
in the appropriate limit (where the closed two-surface ap-
proaches a two-sphere at asymptotically-flat spatial infin-
ity) but, in principle, applicable to any region in any space-
time.
The formulation of general energy-momentum conser-
vation laws in GR from the Brown-York tensor has been
achieved with the use of a construction called quasilocal
frames [46], a concept first proposed in Ref. [47]. Es-
sentially, the idea is that it does not here suffice to merely
specify, as in the local matter conservation laws of the form
of Eq. (8), a worldtube boundaryB (as an embedded sub-
manifold of M ) the interior of which contains the system
of interest, and through which to measure the flux of grav-
itational energy-momentum. What is in fact required is
the specification of a congruence making up this worldtube
boundary, i.e. a two-parameter family of timelike world-
lines with some chosen four-velocity field representing the
motion of a topological two-sphere worth of quasilocal ob-
servers. We will motivate this construction in greater am-
plitude shortly, but the reason for needing it is basically
to be able to meaningfully define “time-time” and “time-
space” directions on B for our conservation laws. A con-
gruence of this sort is what is meant by a quasilocal frame.
The enormous advantage in using these quasilocal con-
servation laws over other approaches lies in the fact that
they hold in any arbitrary spacetime. Thus the existence of
Killing vector fields—a typical requirement in other con-
servation law formulations—is in no way needed here.
This idea has been used successfully in a number of ap-
plications so far [46, 48–53]. These include the resolution
of a variation of Bell’s spaceship paradox5 in which a box
accelerates rigidly in a transverse, uniform electric field
[48], recovering under appropriate conditions the typical
(but more limited) local matter conservation expressions
of the form of Eq. (8) from the quasilocal ones [46], ap-
plication to post-Newtonian theory [50] and to relativistic
geodesy [52, 53].
A similar idea to quasilocal frames, called “gravitational
screens,” was proposed more recently in Refs. [56, 57].
There, the authors also make use of quasilocal ideas to de-
5 Proposed initially by E. Dewan and M. Beran [54] and later made popular
by J.S. Bell’s version [55].
velop conservation laws very similar in style and form to
those obtained via quasilocal frames. A detailed compar-
ison between these two approaches has thus far not been
carried out, but it would be very interesting to do so in fu-
ture work. In particular, the notion of gravitational screens
has been motivated more from thermodynamic considera-
tions, and similarly casting quasilocal frames in this lan-
guage could prove quite fruitful. For example, just as these
approaches have given us operational definitions of con-
cepts like the “energy in an arbitrary spacetime region”
(and not just for special cases such as an entire spacetime),
they may help to do the same for concepts like “entropy
in an arbitrary spacetime region” (and not just for known
special cases such as a black hole).
D. Executive summary of the paper
We now summarize the structure and main result of
this paper. Section II is entirely devoted to an overview
of quasilocal frames and quasilocal conservation laws, in
complete self-contained technical detail for our purposes
here. In Section III, we prove the main general result of this
paper from the quasilocal momentum conservation law: in
particular, we show that any localize gravitational source
undergoes a change
∆p(φ) = p(φ)final − p(φ)initial (9)
in the total linear momentum p (written using type-
writer font to distinguish it from the purely matter four-
momentum P a) between some initial and final time, along
a spatial direction determined by a vector φ (the pre-
cise meaning of which is to be elaborated later), given by
the following flux through the worldtube boundary ∆B
bounded (see Figure 4):
∆p(φ) = − 14pi
∫
∆B
B
1
r
φ ·F [h; u˚] +O (r) . (10)
Here, F [·; ·] is an extended GSF functional. In particular,
it is the usual GSF functional F a [see Eq. (5)] plus a novel
piece to which we refer as the gravitational self-pressure
force ℘a, arising from a quasilocal pressure effect (also to
be elaborated later):
Fa = F a + ℘a . (11)
The first argument of this functional Fa, just as in Gralla’s
formula [our Eq. (7)], is the metric perturbation h on B.
8This avoids any potential singularities in int(B), the in-
terior of B in M , and therefore the need for perform-
ing regularizations or any further transformations. The
second argument of F in our result [see Eq. (10)], i.e.
u˚, is the four-velocity not of any background geodesic
contained in int(B), as in the typical GSF EoMs dis-
cussed earlier—indeed, strictly speaking, the main result
[Eq. (10)] holds without necessarily having to even intro-
duce any such geodesic, or more generally, without having
to say anything specific about the content of int(B)—but
instead, that of the background quasilocal observers onB
itself.
Manifestly, our formula [Eq. (10)] bears significant re-
semblance to that of Gralla [Eq. (7)], and it is the scope of
Section IV to show that the latter is indeed recovered from
the former in the appropriate setting. For this, we introduce
the general setup of the Gralla-Wald approach to the GSF,
and apply our conservation law formula for two choices
of quasilocal frames: one which is inertial with the SCO
in the perturbed spacetime (and hence not inertial with the
geodesic-following point particle in the background), and
one which is inertial with the geodesic-following point par-
ticle in the background (and hence not inertial with the
SCO in the perturbed spacetime). We derive the EoMs
in both of these cases and show the correspondence to the
known GSF EoMs. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
E. Notation and Conventions
We work in the (−,+,+,+) signature of spacetime.
Script upper-case letters (A ,B, C , ...) are reserved for de-
noting mathematical spaces (manifolds, curves, etc.). The
n-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted as usual by Rn,
the n-sphere of radius r by Snr , and the unit n-sphere by
Sn = Sn1 . For any two spaces A and B that are topolog-
ically equivalent (i.e. homeomorphic), we indicate this by
writingA 'B.
The set of (k, l)-tensors on any manifold U is denoted
by T k l(U ). In particular, TU = T 1 0(U ) is the tan-
gent bundle and T ∗U = T 0 1(U ) the dual thereto. Any
(k, l)-tensor in any (3+1)-dimensional (Lorentzian) space-
time M is equivalently denoted either using the (bold-
face) index-free notation A ∈ T k l(M ) following the
practice of, e.g., Refs. [42, 58], or the abstract index no-
tation Aa1···ak b1···bl ∈ T k l(M ) following that of, e.g.,
Ref. [59]; that is, depending upon convenience, we equiva-
lently write
A = Aa1···ak b1···bl ∈ T k l(M ) , (12)
with Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet (a,
b, c, ...) being used for spacetime indices (0, 1, 2, 3).
The components of A in a particular choice of coordi-
nates {xα}3α=0 are denoted byAα1···αk β1···βl , using Greek
(rather than Latin) letters from the beginning of the alpha-
bet (α, β, γ, ...). Spatial indices on an appropriately de-
fined (three-dimensional Riemannian spacelike) constant
time slice of M are denoted using Latin letters from the
middle third of the alphabet in Roman font: in lower-case
(i, j, k, ...) if they are abstract, and in upper-case (I , J , K,
...) if a particular choice of coordinates {xI}3I=1 has been
made.
For any d-dimensional manifold (U ,gU ,∇U ), we de-
note its natural volume form by
U =
√
|det (gU )| dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxd . (13)
Let S ' S2 be any (Riemannian) closed two-surface
that is topologically a two-sphere. Latin letters from the
middle third of the alphabet in Fraktur font (i, j, k, ...) are
reserved for indices of tensors in T k l(S ). In particular,
for S2 itself, Sij is the metric, Di the associated derivative
operator, and S
2
ij the volume form; in standard spherical
coordinates {θ, φ}, the latter is simply given by
S2 = sin θ dθ ∧ dφ . (14)
Contractions are indicated in the usual way in the ab-
stract index notation: e.g., UaVa is the contraction of
U and V . Equivalently, when applicable, we may sim-
ply use the “dot product” in the index-free notation, e.g.
UaVa = U · V , AabBab = A : B, etc. We must keep
in mind that such contractions are to be performed using
the metric of the space on which the relevant tensors are
defined. Additionally, often we find it convenient to denote
the component (projection) of a tensor in a certain direction
by simply replacing its pertinent abstract index therewith:
e.g., we equivalently write UaVb = U · V = UV = VU ,
AabU
a = AUb, AabUaV b = AUV , etc. For any (0, 2)-
tensor Aab, we usually write its trace (in non-boldface) as
A = Aa a = tr(A).
Finally, let U and V be any two diffeomorphic mani-
folds and let f : U → V be a map between them. This
naturally defines a map between tensors on the two man-
ifolds, which we denote by f∗ : T k l(U ) → T k l(V )
and its inverse (f−1)∗ = f∗ : T k l(V ) → T k l(U ).
We generically refer to any map of this sort as a tensor
transport [60]. It is simply the generalization to arbitrary
tensors of the pushforward f∗ : TU → TV and pullback
f∗ : T ∗V → T ∗U , the action of which is defined in the
9standard way—see, e.g., Appendix C of Ref. [59]. (Note
that here the convention of sub-/super-scripting the star is
the generally more common one used in geometry [60, 61];
it is sometimes opposite to and sometimes congruous with
that used in the physics literature, e.g. Refs. [59] and [62]
respectively).
II. SETUP: QUASILOCAL CONSERVATION LAWS
Let (M ,g,∇) be any (3 + 1)-dimensional spacetime
such that, given any matter stress-energy-momentum ten-
sor Tab, the Einstein equation,
G = κT in M , (15)
holds. In what follows, we introduce the concept of
quasilocal frames [46–53] and describe the basic steps for
their construction, as well as the energy and momentum
conservation laws associated therewith. In Subsection II A
we offer an heuristic idea of quasilocal frames before pro-
ceeding in Subsection II B to present the full mathematical
construction. Then in Subsection II C we motivate and dis-
cuss the quasilocal stress-energy-momentum tensor used
in this work, in particular the Brown-York tensor. Finally
in Subsection II D we review the formulation of quasilocal
conservation laws using these ingredients.
A. Quasilocal frames: heuristic idea
Before we enter into the technical details, we would like
to offer a heuristic picture and motivation for defining the
concept of quasilocal frames.
We would like to show how the GSF arises from general-
relativistic conservation laws. For this, we require first the
embedding into our spacetime M of a worldtube bound-
ary B ' R × S2. The interior of B contains the sys-
tem the dynamics of which we are interested in describ-
ing. In principle, such aB can be completely specified by
choosing an appropriate “radial function” r(x) on M and
setting it equal to a non-negative constant (such that the
r(x) = const. ≥ 0 Lorentzian slices ofM have topology
R × S2). This would be analogous to defining a (Rieman-
nian, with topology R3) Cauchy surface by the constancy
of a “time function” t(x) onM .
However, this does not quite suffice. As we have briefly
argued in the introduction (and will shortly elaborate upon
in greater technicality), the conservation laws appropriate
to GR ought to be quasilocal in form, that is, involving
stress-energy-momentum as boundary (not volume) densi-
ties. One may readily assume that the latter are defined
by a quasilocal stress-energy-momentum tensor living on
B, which we denote—for the moment, generally—by τab.
(Later we give an explicit definition, namely that of the
Brown-York tensor, for τ .)
To construct conservation laws, then, one would need
to project this τ into directions on B, giving quantities
such as energy or momenta, and then to consider their flux
through a portion ofB (an interval of time along the world-
tube boundary). But in this case, we have to make clear
what is meant by the energy (“time-time”) and momenta
(“time-space”) components of τ withinB, the changes in
which we are interested in studying. For this reason, addi-
tional constructions are required.
In particular, what we need is a congruence of observers
with respect to which projections of τ yield stress-energy-
momentum quantities. Since τ is only defined on B, this
therefore needs to be a two-parameter family of (timelike)
worldlines the union of which is B itself. This is anal-
ogous to how the integral curves of a “time flow” vector
field (as in canonical GR) altogether constitute (“fill up”)
the entire spacetimeM , except in that case we are dealing
with a three- (rather than two-) parameter family of time-
like worldlines.
We refer to any set of observers, the worldlines of which
form a two-parameter family constitutingB ' R× S2, as
quasilocal observers. A specification of such a 2-parameter
family, equivalent to specifying the unit four-velocity ua ∈
TB of these observers (the integral curves of which “trace
out”B), is what is meant by a quasilocal frame.
With this, we can now meaningfully talk about pro-
jections of τ into directions on B as stress-energy-
momentum quantities. For example, τuu may appear im-
mediately suggestible as a definition for the (boundary) en-
ergy density. Indeed, later we take precisely this definition,
and we will furthermore see how momenta (the basis of the
GSF problem) can be defined as well.
B. Quasilocal frames: mathematical construction
Concordant with our discussion in the previous subsec-
tion, a quasilocal frame (see Figure 5 for a graphical illus-
tration of the construction) is defined as a two-parameter
family of timelike worldlines constituting the worldtube
boundary (topologically R × S2) of the history of a finite
(closed) spatial three-volume in M . Let ua denote the
timelike unit vector field tangent to these worldlines. Such
a congruence constitutes a submanifold ofM that we call
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B ' R × S2. Let na be the outward-pointing unit vector
field normal to B; note that n is uniquely fixed once B
is specified. There is thus a Lorentzian metric γ (of sig-
nature (−,+,+)) induced onB, the components of which
are given by
γab = gab − nanb . (16)
We denote the induced derivative operator compatible
therewith byD. To indicate that a topologicallyR×S2 sub-
manifold (B,γ,D) ofM is a quasilocal frame (that is to
say, defined as a particular congruence with four-velocity
u as detailed above, and not just as an embedded subman-
ifold) inM , we write (B,γ,D;u) or simply (B;u).
LetH be the two-dimensional subspace of TB consist-
ing of the “spatial” vectors orthogonal to u. Let σ denote
the two-dimensional (spatial) Riemannian metric (of sig-
nature (+,+)) that projects tensor indices into H , and is
induced onB by the choice of u (and thus also n), given
by
σab = γab + uaub = gab − nanb + uaub . (17)
The induced derivative operator compatible with σ is de-
noted by D. Let {xi}2i=1 (written using Fraktur indices
from the middle third of the Latin alphabet) be “spatial”
coordinates onB that label the worldlines of the observers,
and let t be a “time” coordinate onB such that surfaces of
constant t, to which there exists a unit normal vector that
we denote by u˜a, foliateB by closed spatial two-surfaces
S (with topology S2). LettingN denote the lapse function
of g, we have u = N−1∂/∂t.
Note that in general,H need not coincide with the con-
stant time slicesS . Equivalently,u need not coincide with
u˜. In general, there will be a shift between them, such that
u˜ = γ˜(u+ v) , (18)
where va represents the spatial two-velocity of fiducial ob-
servers that are at rest with respect to S as measured by
our congruence of quasilocal observers (the four-velocity
of which is u), and γ˜ = 1/
√
1− v · v is the Lorentz fac-
tor.
The specification of a quasilocal frame is thus equivalent
to making a particular choice of a two-parameter family
of timelike worldlines comprising B. There are, a priori,
three degrees of freedom (DoFs) available to us for doing
this. Heuristically, these can be regarded as correspond-
ing to the three DoFs in choosing the direction of u—from
which n and all induced quantities are then computable.
(Note that u has four components, but one of the four is
fixed by the normalization requirement u · u = −1, leav-
QF
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Figure 5. A portion of a quasilocal frame (B;u) in a space-
time M , bounded by constant t two-surfaces Si and Sf. In
particular, B ' R × S2 is the union of all integral curves
(two-parameter family of timelike worldlines), depicted in the
figure as dotted red lines, of the vector field u ∈ TB which
represents the unit four-velocity of quasilocal observers mak-
ing up the congruence. The unit normal toB (inM ) is n and
the normal to each constant t slice S of B is u˜ (not neces-
sarily coincidental with u). Finally, H (with induced metric
σ) is the two-dimensional subspace of TB consisting of the
“spatial” vectors orthogonal to u. Note that unlike S , H
need not be integrable (indicated in the figure by the failure of
H to make a closed two-surface).
ing three independent direction DoFs.) Equivalently, we
are in principle free to pick any three geometrical condi-
tions (along the congruence) to fix a quasilocal frame. In
practice, usually it is physically more natural, as well as
mathematically easier, to work with geometric quantities
other than u itself to achieve this.
Yet, it is worth remarking that simply writing down three
desired equations (or conditions) to be satisfied by geo-
metrical quantities on B does not itself guarantee that, in
general, a submanifold (B,γ,D) obeying those three par-
ticular equations will always exist—and, if it does, that
it will be the unique such submanifold—in an arbitrary
(M ,g,∇). Nevertheless, one choice of quasilocal frame
that is known to always exist (a claim we will qualify more
carefully in a moment) is that where the two-metric σ on
H is “rigid” (or “time” independent)—these are called
rigid quasilocal frames.
Most of the past work that has been done with quasilocal
frames has in fact been done in the rigid case [46–51]. We
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know however that other quasilocal frame choices are also
possible, such as geoids—dubbed geoid quasilocal frames
[52, 53]: these are the general-relativistic generalization
of “constant gravitational potential” surfaces in Newtonian
gravity. Regardless, the quasilocal frame choice that we
will mainly consider in this paper is the rigid one (and we
will be clear when this choice is explicitly enacted).
Intuitively, the reason for this preference is that im-
posing in this way the condition of “spatial rigidity” on
(B;u)—a two-dimensional (boundary) rigidity require-
ment, which unlike three-dimensional rigidity, is permis-
sible in GR—eliminates from the description of the system
any effects arising simply from the motion of the quasilocal
observers relative to each other. Thus, the physics of what
is going on inside the system (worldtube) is essentially all
that affects its dynamics.
Technically, there is a further reason: a proof of the
existence of solutions—i.e. the existence of a submani-
fold B ' R × S2 in M that is also a quasilocal frame
(B;u)—for any spacetime (M ,g,∇) has up to now only
been fully carried out for rigid quasilocal frames6. While,
as we have commented, other quasilocal frame choices
may be generally possible in principle (and may be shown
to be possible to construct, case-by-case, in specific space-
times—as we have done, e.g., with geoid quasilocal frames
[52, 53]), they are as yet not rigorously guaranteed to exist
in arbitrary spacetimes.
The quasilocal rigidity conditions can be stated in a num-
ber of ways. Most generally, defining
θab = σacσbd∇cud (19)
to be the strain rate tensor of the congruence, they amount
to the requirement of vanishing expansion θ = tr(θ) and
shear θ〈ab〉 = θ(ab) − 12θσab, i.e.
θ = 0 = θ〈ab〉 ⇔ 0 = θ(ab) . (20)
In the adapted coordinates, these three conditions are ex-
pressible as the vanishing of the time derivative of the two-
metric on H , i.e. 0 = ∂tσ. Both of these two equiva-
lent mathematical conditions, θ(ab) = 0 = ∂tσ, capture
physically the meaning of the quasilocal observers mov-
ing “rigidly” with respect to each other (i.e. the “radar-
ranging” distances between them does not change in time).
6 The idea of the proof is to explicitly construct the solutions order-by-order
in an expansion in the areal radius around an arbitrary worldline in an ar-
bitrary spacetime [49].
C. The quasilocal stress-energy-momentum tensor
Before we consider the formulation of conservation laws
with the use of quasilocal frames (from which our anal-
ysis of the GSF will eventually emerge), we wish to ad-
dress in a bit more detail an even more fundamental ques-
tion: what are conservation laws in GR actually supposed
to be about? At the most basic level, they should ex-
press changes (over time) in some appropriately defined
notion of energy-momentum. As we are interested in grav-
itational systems (and specifically, those driven by the ef-
fect of the GSF), this energy-momentum must include that
of the gravitational field, in addition to that of any matter
fields if present.
Hence, we may assert from the outset that it does not
make much sense in GR to seek conservation laws based
solely on the matter stress-energy-momentum tensor T ,
such as Eq. (8). It is evident that these would, by construc-
tion, account for matter only—leaving out gravitational ef-
fects in general (which could exist in the complete absence
of matter, e.g. gravitational waves), and thus the GSF in
particular. What is more, such conservation laws are logi-
cally inconsistent from a general-relativistic point of view:
a non-vanishing T implies a non-trivial gravitational field
(through the Einstein equation) and thus a necessity of tak-
ing into account that field along with the matter one(s) for a
proper accounting of energy-momentum transfer. A further
technical problem is also that the formulation of conserva-
tion laws of this sort is typically predicated upon the ex-
istence of Killing vector fields or other types of symmetry
generators in M , which one does not have in general—
and which do not exist in spacetimes pertinent for the GSF
problem in particular.
We are therefore led to ask: how can we meaning-
fully define a total—gravity plus matter—stress-energy-
momentum tensor in GR? It turns out that the precise
answer to this question, while certainly not intractable,
is unfortunately also not unique—or at least, it lacks a
clear consensus among relativists, even today. See, e.g.,
Refs. [43, 44] for reviews of the variety of proposals that
have been put forward towards addressing this question.
Nonetheless, for reasons already touched upon and to be
elaborated presently, what is clear and generally accepted
is that such a tensor cannot be local in nature (as T is), and
for this reason is referred to as “quasilocal.”
Let τab denote this quasilocal, total (matter plus gravity)
stress-energy-momentum tensor that we eventually seek
to use for our conservation laws. It has long been un-
derstood [42] that whatever the notion of “gravitational
energy-momentum” (defined by τ ) might mean, it is not
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something localizable: in other words, there is no way of
meaningfully defining an “energy-momentum volume den-
sity” for gravity. This is, ultimately, due to the equivalence
principle: locally, one can always find a reference frame in
which all local “gravitational fields” (the connection coeffi-
cients), and thus any notion of “energy-momentum volume
density” associated therewith, disappear. The remedy is to
make τ quasilocal: meaning that, rather than volume den-
sities, it should define surface densities (of energy, momen-
tum etc.)—a type of construction which is mathematically
realizable and physically sensible in general.
The specific choice we make for how to define this total
(matter plus gravity), quasilocal energy-momentum tensor
τ is the so-called Brown-York tensor, first put forward by
the authors in Ref. [45]; see also Ref. [63] for a detailed re-
view. This proposal was based originally upon a Hamilton-
Jacobi analysis; here we will offer a simpler argument for
its definition, sketched out initially in Ref. [46].
Consider the standard gravitational action SG for the
spacetime volume V = int(B) ⊂M , whereB ' R×S2
is a worldtube boundary as in the previous subsection (pos-
sibly constituting a quasilocal frame, but not necessarily).
This action is given by the sum of two terms, a bulk and a
boundary term respectively:
SG [g] = SEH [g] + SGHY [γ,n] . (21)
In particular, the first is the Einstein-Hilbert bulk term,
SEH [g] =
1
2κ
∫
V
M R , (22)
and the second is the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary
term [64, 65],
SGHY [γ,n] = − 1
κ
∫
∂V
BΘ . (23)
Here, M = d4x
√−g is the volume form onM with g =
det(g), B = d3x
√−γ is the volume form on B with
γ = det(γ), and Θ = tr(Θ) is the trace of the extrinsic
curvature Θab = γac∇cnb of B in M . Additionally, the
matter action SM for any set of matter fields Ψ described
by a Lagrangian LM is
SM [Ψ] =
∫
V
M LM [Ψ] . (24)
The definition of the total (quasilocal) stress-energy-
momentum tensor τ for gravity plus matter can be obtained
effectively in the same way as that of the (local) stress-
energy-momentum tensor T for matter alone—from the
total action in Eq. (21) rather than just, respectively, the
matter action in Eq. (24). In particular, T is defined by
computing the variation δ (with respect to the spacetime
metric) of the matter action:
δSM [Ψ] = −12
∫
V
M Tabδg
ab . (25)
In other words, one defines the matter stress-energy-
momentum tensor as the functional derivative,
Tab = − 2√−g
δSM
δgab
. (26)
The definition of the Brown-York tensor follows com-
pletely analogously, except that now gravity is also in-
cluded. That is, for the total action of gravity (minimally)
coupled to matter,
SG+M [g,Ψ] = SG [g] + SM [Ψ] , (27)
we have that the metric variation is:
δSG+M [g,Ψ] =
1
2
{∫
V
M
( 1
κ
Gab − Tab
)
δgab
−
∫
∂V
B
(
− 1
κ
Πab
)
δγab
}
(28)
= − 12
∫
∂V
B τabδγ
ab . (29)
In the equality of Eq. (28), Π is the canonical momentum
of (B,γ,D), given by Π = Θ − Θγ. It follows from
direct computation using Eqs. (21), (24) and (25); for a re-
view of this derivation carefully accounting for the bound-
ary term see, e.g., Chapter 12 of Ref. [66]. In the equality
of Eq. (29), the Einstein equation G = κT has been in-
voked (in other words, we impose the Einstein equation to
be satisfied in the bulk), thus leading to the vanishing of the
bulk term; meanwhile in the boundary term, a gravity plus
matter stress-energy-momentum tensor τ (the Brown-York
tensor) has been defined in direct analogy with the defini-
tion of the matter energy-momentum tensor T in Eq. (25).
Hence just as Eq. (25) implies Eq. (26), Eq. (29) implies
τ = − 1
κ
Π . (30)
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Henceforth, τ refers strictly to this (Brown-York) quasilo-
cal stress-energy-momentum tensor of Eq. (30), and not to
any other definition.
It is useful to decompose τ in a similar way as is ordi-
narily done with T , so we define:
E =uaubτab , (31)
Pa = − σabucτbc , (32)
Sab = − σacσbdτcd , (33)
as the quasilocal energy, momentum and stress, respec-
tively, with units of energy per unit area, momentum per
unit area and force per unit length. Equivalently,
τab = uaubE + 2u(aPb) − Sab . (34)
D. Conservation laws
The construction of general conservation laws from τ
was first achieved in Refs. [46, 48], and proceeds along the
following lines. Let ψ ∈ TB be an arbitrary vector field
in B. We begin by considering a projection of Π in the
direction of ψ (in one index), i.e. Πabψb, and computing
its divergence inB. By using the Leibnitz rule, we simply
have
Da
(
Πabψb
)
=
(
DaΠab
)
ψb + Πab (Daψb) . (35)
Next, we integrate this equation over a portion ∆B of B
bounded by initial and final constant t surfacesSi andSf,
as depicted in Figure 5. On the resulting LHS we apply
Stokes’ theorem, and on the first term on the RHS we use
the Gauss-Codazzi identity: DaΠab = naγbcGac. Thus,
using the notation for tensor projections in certain direc-
tions introduced in Sec. ID for ease of readability (e.g.,
Gabn
aψb = Gnψ and similarly for other contractions), we
obtain:∫
Sf−Si
S Πu˜ψ = −
∫
∆B
B
(
Gnψ + ΠabDaψb
)
, (36)
where S denotes the volume form on the constant time
closed two-surfaces S , and we have used the notation:∫
Sf−Si(·) =
∫
Sf
(·)−∫Si(·). We also remind the reader that
u˜ represents the unit normal to each constant time closed
two-surface, which in general need not coincide with the
quasilocal observers’ four velocity u but is related to it by
a Lorentz transformation, Eq. (18); see also Figure 5.
We stress that so far, Eq. (36) is a purely geometrical
identity, completely general for any Lorentzian manifold
M ; in other words, thus far we have said nothing about
physics.
Now, to give this identity physical meaning, we in-
voke the definition of the Brown-York tensor in Eq. (30)
(giving the boundary extrinsic geometry its meaning as
stress-energy-momentum) as well as the Einstein equation
[Eq. (15)], giving the spacetime curvature its meaning as
the gravitational field. With these, Eq. (36) turns into:∫
Sf−Si
S γ˜ (τuψ + τvψ) =
∫
∆B
B
(
Tnψ − τabD(aψb)
)
.
(37)
On the LHS we have inserted the relation u˜ = γ˜(u + v),
with va representing the spatial two-velocity of fiducial ob-
servers that are at rest with respect toS (the hypersurface-
orthogonal four-velocity of which is u˜) as measured by
our congruence of quasilocal observers (the four-velocity
of which is u), and γ˜ = 1/
√
1− v · v is the Lorentz fac-
tor.
Observe that Eq. (37) expresses the change of some
component of the quasilocal stress-energy-momentum ten-
sor integrated over two different t = const. closed two-
surfacesS as a flux through the worldtube boundary ∆B
between them. The identification of the different compo-
nents of τ as the various components of the total energy-
momentum of the system thus leads to the understanding of
Eq. (37) as a general conservation law for the system con-
tained inside of ∆B. Thus, depending on our particular
choice of ψ ∈ TB, Eq. (37) will represent a conservation
law for the total energy, momentum, or angular momentum
of this system [46].
Let us now assume that (B;u) is a rigid quasilocal
frame. If we choose ψ = u, then Eq. (37) becomes the
energy conservation law:∫
Sf−Si
S γ˜ (E − Pv) =
∫
∆B
B (Tnu −α ·P) , (38)
where αa = σabab is theH projection of the acceleration
of the quasilocal observers, defined by aa = ∇uua.
Now suppose, on the other hand, that we instead choose
ψ = −φ where φ ∈ TH is orthogonal to u (with the
minus sign introduced for convenience), and represents a
stationary conformal Killing vector field with respect to σ.
This means that φ is chosen such that it satisfies the con-
formal Killing equation, Lφσ = (D ·φ)σ, with L the Lie
derivative andD the derivative onH (compatible withσ).
A set of six such conformal Killing vectors always exist
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(three for translations and three for rotations, respectively
generating the action of boosts and rotations of the Lorentz
group on the two-sphere) [46]. Then, Eq. (37) becomes the
(respectively, linear and angular) momentum conservation
law:∫
Sf−Si
S γ˜ (Pφ + Svφ)
= −
∫
∆B
B
(
Tnφ + Eαφ + 2νabPaφb + PD ·φ
)
,
(39)
where ν = 12abH Daub is the twist of the congruence (with
Hab = Mabcducnd the induced volume form on H ), and
P = 12σ : S is the quasilocal pressure (force per unit
length) between the worldlines of B. We remark that the
latter can be shown to satisfy the very useful general iden-
tity (which we will expediently invoke in our later calcula-
tions):
E − 2P = 2
κ
an . (40)
An analysis of the gravitational self-force problem
should consider the conservation law in Eq. (39) for lin-
ear momentum. Thus, we will use the fact, described in
greater detail in Appendix A, that the conformal Killing
vector φ ∈ H for linear momentum admits a multipole
decomposition of the following form:
φi = 1
r
Di
(
ΦIrI + ΦIJrIrJ + · · ·
)
(41)
= 1
r
(
ΦIBiI + 2ΦIJBiIrJ + · · ·
)
, (42)
with the dots indicating higher harmonics. Here, r is
the area radius of the quasilocal frame (such that B is a
constant r hypersurface in M ), rI denotes the the stan-
dard direction cosines of a radial unit vector in R3 and
BiI = ∂irI are the boost generators on the two-sphere. See
Appendix A for a detailed discussion regarding conformal
Killing vectors and the two-sphere. In spherical coordi-
nates {θ, φ}, we have rI = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ).
Thus Eq. (41) gives us a decomposition of φ in terms of
multipole moments, with the ` = 1 coefficients ΦI rep-
resenting vectors in R3 in the direction of which we are
considering the conservation law.
III. GENERAL DERIVATION OF THE
GRAVITATIONAL SELF-FORCE FROM
QUASILOCAL CONSERVATION LAWS
In this section, we will show how the GSF is a gen-
eral consequence of the momentum conservation law in
Eq. (39) for any system which is sufficiently localized. By
that, we mean something very simple: taking the r → 0
limit of a quasilocal frame around the moving object which
is treated as “small”, i.e. as a formal perturbation about
some background. No further assumptions are for the mo-
ment needed. In particular, we do not even need to enter
into the precise details of how to specify the perturbation
family for this problem; that will be left to the following
section, where we will carefully define and work with the
family of perturbed spacetimes typically employed for ap-
plications of the GSF.
We first review the basic formulation of perturbation the-
ory in GR in Subsection III A. While this material is well-
known, we find it useful to include it here both for estab-
lishing notation as well as carefully defining the concepts
that we need to work with at an adequate level of rigour.
Then in Subsection III B, we show that the first-order per-
turbation of the momentum conservation law in Eq. (39)
always contains the GSF, and that it dominates the dynam-
ics for localized systems.
A. Perturbation theory in GR
Our exposition of perturbation theory in this subsection
follows closely the treatment of Ref. [67]. (See also Chap-
ter 7 of Ref. [59] for a simpler treatment of this topic but
following the same philosophy.)
Perturbation theory in GR is best made sense of from
the point of view of “stacked” manifolds off some known
“background.” To be more precise, let λ ≥ 0 represent our
perturbation parameter. It is a purely formal parameter, in
the sense that it should be set equal to 1 at the end of any
computation and serves only to indicate the order of the
perturbation. The idea, then, is to define a one-parameter
family of spacetimes {(M(λ),g(λ),∇(λ))}λ≥0, where
∇(λ) is the connection compatible with the metric g(λ) in
M(λ), ∀λ ≥ 0, such that (M(0),g(0),∇(0)) = (M˚ , g˚, ∇˚)
is a known, exact spacetime—the “background.” See Fig.
6 for a visual depiction. For notational convenience, any
object with a sub-scripted “(0)” (from a one-parameter
perturbative family) is equivalently written with an over-
set “◦” instead. For the GSF problem, M˚ is usually the
Schwarzschild or Kerr spacetime. Then, one should estab-
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lish a way of smoothly relating the elements of this one-
parameter family (between each other) such that calcula-
tions on anyM(λ) for λ > 0—which may be, in principle,
intractable analytically—can be mapped to calculations on
M˚ in the form of infinite (Taylor) series in λ—which, pro-
vided M˚ is chosen to be a known, exact spacetime, be-
come tractable, order-by-order, in λ.
Thus, one begins by defining a (five-dimensional,
Lorentzian) product manifoldN =M(λ)×R≥, the natu-
ral differentiable structure of which is given simply by the
direct product of those on M(λ) and the non-negative real
numbers (labeling the perturbation parameter),R≥ = {λ ∈
R|λ ≥ 0}. For any one-parameter family of (k, l)-tensors
{A(λ)}λ≥0 such thatA(λ) ∈ T k l(M(λ)), ∀λ ≥ 0, we de-
fine A ∈ T k l(N ) by the relation Aα1···αk β1···βl(p, λ) =
Aα1···αk(λ) β1···βl(p), ∀p ∈ M(λ) and ∀λ ≥ 0. Henceforth
any such tensor living on the product manifold will be de-
noted in serif font—instead of Roman font, which remains
reserved for tensors living on (3 + 1)-dimensional space-
times. Furthermore, any spacetime tensor (except for vol-
ume forms) or operator written without a sub- or super-
scripted (λ) lives on M˚ . Conversely, any tensor (except
for volume forms) or operator living on M(λ), ∀λ > 0, is
indicated via a sub- or (equivalently, if notationally more
convenient) super-scripted (λ), e.g. A(λ) = A(λ) ∈
T k l(M(λ)) is always tensor in M(λ). The volume form
of any (sub-)manifold U is always simply denoted by the
standard notation U (and is always understood to live on
U ).
Let ΦX(λ) : N → N be a one-parameter group of dif-
feomorphisms generated by a vector field X ∈ TN . (That
is to say, the integral curves ofX define a flow onN which
connects any two leaves of the product manifold.) For no-
tational convenience, we denote its restriction to maps from
the background to a particular perturbed spacetime (identi-
fied by a particular value of λ > 0) as
ϕX(λ) = ΦX(λ)|M˚ : M˚ →M(λ) (43)
p 7→ ϕX(λ) (p) . (44)
The choice of X—equivalently, the choice of ϕX(λ)—is
not unique; there exists freedom in choosing it, and for this
reason, X—equivalently, ϕX(λ)—is referred to as the per-
turbative “gauge”. We may work with any different gauge
choice Y generating a different map ϕY(λ) : M˚ → M(λ).
If we do not need to render the issue of gauge specification
explicit, we may drop the superscript and, instead of ϕX(λ),
simply write ϕ(λ).
Consider now the transport under ϕX(λ) of any tensor
A(λ) ∈ T k l(M(λ)) from a perturbed spacetime to the
Figure 6. Representation of a one-parameter family of space-
times {M(λ)}λ≥0 used for perturbation theory. Each of the
M(λ) are depicted visually in (1+1) dimensions, as leaves of
a (five-dimensional) product manifoldN = M(λ) × R, with
the coordinate λ ≥ 0 representing the perturbative expansion
parameter. A choice of a map (or gauge) ϕ(λ) : M˚ → M(λ)
gives us a way of identifying any point p ∈ M˚ = M(0) on the
“background” to one on some “perturbed” (λ > 0) spacetime,
i.e. p 7→ ϕ(λ)(p).
background manifold. We always denote the transport of
any such tensor by simply dropping the (λ) sub- or super-
script and optionally including a superscript to indicate the
gauge—that is, ∀A(λ) ∈ T k l(M(λ)),
(ϕX(λ))∗A(λ) = AX = A ∈ T k l(M˚ ) , (45)
and similarly the transport of∇(λ) to M˚ is∇. We know,
moreover, that we can express any such A as a Taylor se-
ries around its background value,A(0) = A˚ (see [67]):
A = A˚+
∞∑
n=1
λn
n! L
n
XA|M˚ (46)
= A˚+
∞∑
n=1
λnδnA , (47)
where L denotes the Lie derivative; in the last equality, we
have defined δnA = (1/n!)(∂nλA)|λ=0 and so the (gauge-
dependent) first-order perturbation is δ1A = δA = δAX.
Note that the symbol δn, ∀n, can be thought of as an op-
erator δn = (1/n!)∂nλ |λ=0 that acts upon and extracts the
O(λn) part of any tensor in M˚ . So now, in particular, we
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have that the background value of g = (ϕX(λ))∗g(λ) is g˚
and we denote its first-order perturbation for convenience
and according to convention as h = δg. Thus we have
g = g˚ + λh+O(λ2) , (48)
where we have omitted explicitly specifying the gauge (X)
dependence for now.
Let us define one further piece of notation that we shall
need to use: let Γ˚ and Γ = (ϕX(λ))∗Γ(λ) denote the
Christoffel symbols (living on M˚ ) associated respectively
with g˚ and g, defined in the usual way (as the connec-
tion coefficients between their respective covariant deriva-
tives and the partial derivative). Then their difference
C = Γ − Γ˚ is the connection coefficient relating ∇ and
∇˚ on M˚ , which is in fact a tensor. Note that C˚ = 0, i.e.
C = λδC +O(λ2). In particular, it is given by
Ca bc =
λ
2 g˚
ad
(
∇˚bhcd + ∇˚chbd − ∇˚dhbc
)
+O (λ2) .
(49)
B. Gravitational self-force from the general momentum
conservation law
Let {(B(λ);u(λ))}λ≥0 be an arbitrary one-parameter
family of quasilocal frames (defined as in Section II)
each of which is embedded, respectively, in the corre-
sponding element of the family of perturbed spacetimes
{(M(λ),g(λ),∇(λ))}λ≥0 described in the previous sub-
section. Consider the general geometrical identity (36) in
M(λ), ∀λ ≥ 0:
∫
S
(λ)
f −S
(λ)
i
S(λ) Π
(λ)
u˜(λ)ψ(λ)
= −
∫
∆B(λ)
B(λ)
(
G
(λ)
n(λ)ψ(λ)
+ Πab(λ)D(λ)a ψ(λ)b
)
. (50)
For λ = 0 this gives us our conservation laws in the back-
ground, and for any λ > 0, those in the corresponding per-
turbed spacetime. It is the latter that we are interested in,
but since we do not know how to do calculations in M(λ)
∀λ > 0, we have to work with Eq. (50) transported to M˚ .
This is easily achieved by using the fact that for any dif-
feomorphism f : U → V between two (oriented) smooth
n-dimensional manifolds U and V and any (compactly
supported) n-form ω in V , we have that
∫
V ω =
∫
U f
∗ω.
Applying this to the LHS and RHS of Eq. (50) respectively,
Figure 7. Representation of a one-parameter family of QFs
{(B(λ);u(λ))}λ≥0 embedded correspondingly in a family of
spacetimes {M(λ)}λ≥0.
we simply get
∫
ϕ−1(λ)(S
(λ)
f )−ϕ−1(λ)(S
(λ)
i )
(
ϕ∗(λ)S(λ)
)
ϕ∗(λ)Π
(λ)
u˜(λ)ψ(λ)
=
∫
ϕ−1(λ)(∆B(λ))
(
ϕ∗(λ)B(λ)
)
ϕ∗(λ)
(
G
(λ)
n(λ)ψ(λ)
+ Πab(λ)D(λ)a ψ(λ)b
)
.
(51)
Denoting S = ϕ−1(λ)(S(λ)) ⊂ M˚ as the inverse im-
age of a constant time two-surface and similarly B =
ϕ−1(λ)(B(λ)) ⊂ M˚ as the inverse image of the worldtube
boundary (quasilocal frame) in the background manifold,
and using the fact that the tensor transport commutes with
contractions, the above can simply be written in the nota-
tion we have established as∫
Sf−Si
(
ϕ∗(λ)S(λ)
)
Πu˜ψ
=
∫
∆B
(
ϕ∗(λ)B(λ)
) (
Gnψ + ΠabDaψb
)
. (52)
So far we have been completely general. Now, let us
restrict our attention to the momentum conservation law
(ψ = −φ ∈ TH ) given by Eq. (52), and let us assume
that we do not have any matter on ∆B (hence, by the Ein-
stein equation, Gnφ|∆B = κTnφ|∆B = 0), or even sim-
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ply that any matter if present there is subdominant to the
linear perturbation, i.e. T |∆B = O(λ2). The LHS then
expresses the change in momentum of the system (inside
∆B(λ) in the perturbed spacetime) between some initial
and final time slices; for notational ease, we will simply de-
note this by ∆p(φ). (Note that we prefer to use typewriter
font for the total quasilocal momentum, so as to avoid any
confusion with matter four-momentum defined in the typi-
cal way from Tab and traditionally labelled by P a, as e.g.
in Eq. 8.) Then, inserting also the definition of the Brown-
York tensor [Eq. (30)] on the RHS and replacingD with∇
since it does not affect the contractions, Eq. (52) becomes:
∆p(φ) =
∫
∆B
(
ϕ∗(λ)B(λ)
)
τab∇aφb . (53)
We claim, and will now demonstrate, that the O(λ) part of
this always contains the GSF.
Let us consider Eq. (53) term by term. First we have
the transport—in this case, the pullback—under ϕ(λ) of
the volume form of B(λ). Now, we know that the pull-
back under a diffeomorphism of the volume form of a man-
ifold is, in general, not simply the volume form of the in-
verse image of that manifold under the diffeomorphism.
However, it is always true (see, e.g., Chapter 7 of Ref.
[68]) that they are proportional, with the proportionality
given by a smooth function called the Jacobian determi-
nant and usually denoted by J . That is, in our case we
have ϕ∗(λ)B(λ) = JB, with J ∈ C∞(B). In particular,
this function is given by J(p) = det(Tpϕ(λ)), ∀p ∈ B,
where Tpϕ(λ) = (ϕ(λ))∗ : TpB → Tϕ(λ)B(λ) is the push-
forward, and the determinant is computed with respect to
the volume forms B(p) on TpB and B(λ)(ϕ(λ)(p)) on
Tϕ(λ)(p)B(λ). Now, it is clear that we have J = 1 +O(λ),
as ϕ(0) is simply the identity map. Therefore, we have
ϕ∗(λ)B(λ) = (1 +O (λ)) B . (54)
As for the other terms in the integrand of Eq. (53), we
simply have
τab = τ˚ab + λδτab +O(λ2) , (55)
∇aφb =∇˚aφb + λδ (∇aφb) +O(λ2) . (56)
Hence we can see that there will be three contributions
to the O(λ) RHS of Eq. (53). Respectively, from Eqs.
(54)-(56), these are the O(λ) parts of: the volume form
pullback, which may not be easy to compute in practice;
the Brown-York tensor τ , which may be computed from its
definition [Eq. (30)]; and the derivative of the conformal
Killing vector φ, which may be readily carried out and,
as we will presently show, always contains the GSF. Thus
we denote this contribution to the O(λ) part of ∆p(φ) as
∆p(φ)self ,
∆p(φ)self = λ
∫
∆B
B τ˚
abδ (∇aφb) . (57)
Before we proceed to compute this, we remark that the
rest of the O(λ) part of ∆p(φ), i.e. the contributions due
to the δ(ϕ∗(λ)B(λ)) and δτab terms may simply be re-
garded as encoding the freedom we have at our disposal
(and thus far have in no way constrained) in choosing the
map ϕX(λ) (the gauge) and the congruence of observers
making up our worldtube boundary (the quasilocal frame).
This can be seen through a simple DoF counting argu-
ment: we have four DoFs in choosing the gauge vector
X|M˚ ∈ TM˚ defining ϕX(λ), and three DoFs in choosing
the quasilocal frame (B(λ);u(λ)) inM(λ) (or equivalently
(B;u) = (ϕ−1(λ)(B(λ));ϕ∗(λ)u(λ)) in M˚ ). So in total, we
have seven DoFs available for us to fix. Thus we could, in
principle, use them all up to impose 0 = δ(ϕ∗(λ)B(λ)) and
0 = δτab. The former is one equation and the latter is six
equations—seven equations in total.
Now we proceed with the computation of Eq. (57). In
particular, let us consider the series expansion of Eq. (57)
in the areal radius r ofB. This can be defined for any time
slice by r = ( 14pi
∫
S S )1/2, such that a constant r slice of
M˚ definesB (and n = M∇˚r for some positive function
M on B). It has been shown [49] that the Brown-York
tensor has, in general, the following expansion in r:
τ˚ab = u˚au˚bEvac − σ˚abPvac +O(r) , (58)
where
Evac = − 2
κr
, (59)
Pvac = − 1
κr
, (60)
are called the vacuum energy and vacuum pressure respec-
tively. Some remarks regarding these are warranted be-
fore we move on. In particular, these are terms which
have sometimes been argued to play the role of “subtrac-
tion terms” (to be removed from the quasilocal energy-
momentum tensor); see e.g. Ref. [63]. From this point
of view, the definition of the Brown-York tensor [Eq. (30)]
may be regarded as carrying a certain amount of freedom,
inasmuch as any freedom may be assumed to exist to de-
fine a “reference” action S0 to be subtracted from the total
(gravitational plus matter) action SG+M in the variational
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principle discussed in Subsection II C. Such a subtraction
of a “reference” action, while common practice in gravita-
tional physics, has the sole function of shifting the numer-
ical value of the action (such that, ultimately, the numeri-
cal value of the Hamiltonian constructed from the modified
action SG+M− S0 may be interpreted as the ADM energy).
However, this essentially amounts to a presumption that we
are free to pick the zero of the energy—in other words, that
the vacuum energy may be freely subtracted away without
affecting the physics. Though we refrain from entering into
much further detail here, it has been shown that these vac-
uum terms, Eqs. (59)-(60), are in fact crucial for our con-
servation laws to yield physically reasonable answers and
to make mathematical sense—evidencing that the vacuum
energy/pressure should be taken seriously as having physi-
cally real significance. We will now lend further credibility
to this by showing that they are precisely the energy (and
pressure) associated with the momentum flux that are typi-
cally interpreted as the GSF. Actually, we argue in this pa-
per that the term implicating the vacuum energy yields the
standard form of the GSF, and the vacuum pressure term is
novel in our analysis.
Now that we have an expansion [Eq. (58)] of τ˚ in r, let
us consider the δ(∇φ) term. We see that
δ (∇aφb) = δ
(
∇˚aφb − Cd abφd
)
= −δCc abφc . (61)
Collecting all of our results so far—inserting Eqs. (58)-
(61) into Eq. (57)—we thus get:
∆p(φ)self = λ
2
κ
∫
∆B
B
1
r
(
u˚au˚b − 12 σ˚
ab
)
δCc abφc+O (r) .
(62)
Let us now look at the contractions in the integrand. For
the first (energy) term, inserting the connection coefficient
(49), we have by direct computation:
u˚au˚bδCc abφc = g˚cd
(
∇˚ahbd − 12∇˚dhab
)
u˚au˚bφc (63)
= − F c[h; u˚]φc , (64)
where the functional F is precisely the GSF four-vector
functional defined in the introduction [Eq. 5], and to write
the final equality we have used the orthogonality property
φu˚ = 0. Thus we see that this is indeed the term that yields
the GSF. For the second (pressure) term in Eq. (62), we
similarly obtain by direct computation:
σ˚abδCc abφc = 2℘c[h; σ˚]φc , (65)
where in expressing the RHS, it is convenient to define a
general functional of two (0, 2)-tensors similar to the GSF
functional:
℘c[H ;S] = 12 g˚
cd
(
∇˚aHbd − 12∇˚dHab
)
Sab . (66)
We call this novel term the gravitational self-pressure force.
Now we can collect all of the above and insert them into
(62). Before writing down the result, it is convenient to
define a total functional F as the sum of F and ℘,
Fa[h; u˚] = F a[h; u˚] + ℘a[h; σ˚] . (67)
We refer to this as the extended GSF functional. Note that
forF we write only the functional dependence on h and u˚
since the two-metric σ˚ is determined uniquely by u˚. With
this, and setting the perturbation parameter to unity, Eq.
(62) becomes:
∆p(φ)self = −
1
4pi
∫
∆B
B
1
r
φ ·F [h; u˚] +O (r) . (68)
This is to be compared with Gralla’s formula [37] dis-
cussed in the introduction, Eq. (7). While the equiva-
lence thereto is immediately suggestive based on the gen-
eral form of our result, we have to do a bit more work to
show that indeed Eqn. (68), both on the LHS and the RHS,
recovers—though in general will, evidently at least from
our novel gravitational self-pressure force, also have extra
terms added to—Eq. (7). We leave this task to the fol-
lowing section, the purpose of which is to consider in de-
tail the application of our conservation law formulation to
a concrete example of a perturbative family of spacetimes
defined for a self-force analysis, namely the Gralla-Wald
family.
Concordantly, we emphasize that the result above
[Eq. (68)] holds for any family of perturbed manifolds
{M(λ)}λ≥0 and is completely independent of the inter-
nal description of our system, i.e. the worldtube interior
int(B(λ)) ⊂ M(λ). In other words, what we have just
demonstrated—provided only that one accepts a quasilo-
cal notion of energy-momentum—is that the (generalized)
GSF is a completely generic perturbative effect in GR for
“localized” systems: it arises as a linear order contribution
of any spacetime perturbation to the momentum flux of a
system in the limit where its areal radius is small.
This view of the self-force may cast fresh conceptual
light on the old and seemingly arcane problem of decipher-
ing its physical origin and meaning. In particular, recall
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the common view that the GSF is caused by the backreac-
tion of the “mass” of a small object upon its own motion.
Yet what we have seen here is that it is actually the vac-
uum “mass”, or vacuum energy that is responsible for the
GSF. We may still regard the effect as a “backreaction,”
in the sense that it is the boundary metric perturbations of
the system—the h onB—which determine its momentum
flux, but the point is that this flux is inexorably present and
given by Eq. (68) regardless of where exactly this h is
coming from. Presumably, the dominant part of h would
arise from the system itself—if we further assume that the
system itself is indeed what is being treated perturbatively
by the family {M(λ)}λ≥0, as is the case with typical self-
force analyses—but in principle h can comprise absolutely
any perturbations, i.e. its physical origin doesn’t even have
to be from inside the system.
In this way, we may regard the GSF as a completely
geometrical, purely general-relativistic backreaction of the
mass (and pressure) of the spacetime vacuum —not of the
object—upon the motion of a localized system (i.e. its mo-
mentum flux). This point of view frees us from having to
invoke such potentially ambiguous notions as “mass ratios”
(in a two-body system for example), let alone “Coulombian
m/r fields,” to make basic sense of self-force effects. They
simply—and always—happen from the interaction of the
vacuum with any boundary perturbation, and are dominant
if that boundary is not too far out.
IV. APPLICATION TO THE GRALLA-WALD
APPROACH TO THE GRAVITATIONAL
SELF-FORCE
In this section we will consider in detail the application
of our ideas to a particular approach to the self-force: that
is to say, a particular specification of {(M(λ),g(λ))} via a
few additional assumptions aimed at encoding the notion
of a “small” object being “scaled down” to zero “size” and
“mass” as λ → 0. In other words, we now identify the
perturbation (which has up to this point been treated com-
pletely abstractly) defined by {(M(λ),g(λ))} as actually
being that caused by the presence of the “small” object:
that could mean regular matter (in particular, a compact
object such as a neutron star) or a black hole.
The assumptions (on {g(λ)}) that we choose to work
with here are those of the approach of Gralla and Wald
[31]. Certainly, the application of our perturbed quasilo-
cal conservation laws could just as well be carried out in
the context of any other self-force analysis—such as, e.g.,
the self-consistent approximation of Pound [69] (the math-
ematical correspondence of which to the Gralla-Wald ap-
proach has, in any case, been shown in Ref. [70]).
Our motivation for starting with the Gralla-Wald ap-
proach in particular is two-fold. On the one hand, it fur-
nishes a mathematically rigorous and physically clear pic-
ture (which we show in Fig. 8)—arguably more so than any
other available GSF treatment—of what it means to “scale
down” a small object to zero “size” and “mass” (or, equiv-
alently, of perturbing any spacetime by the presence of an
object with small “size” and “mass”—we will be more pre-
cise momentarily). On the other hand, it is within this ap-
proach that the formula for the GSF has been obtained (in
Ref. [37]) as a closed two-surface (small two-sphere) in-
tegral around the object (in lieu of evaluating the GSF at
a spacetime point identified as the location of the object),
in the form of the Gralla “angle averaging” formula [Eq.
(7)]—which our extended GSF formula (68) will recover.
In Subsection IV A, we provide an overview of the as-
sumptions and consequences of the Gralla-Wald approach
to the GSF. Afterwards, in Subsection IV B, we describe
the general embedding of rigid quasilocal frames in the
Gralla-Wald family of spacetimes, and then in Subsection
IV C we describe their detailed construction in the back-
ground spacetime in this family. Having established this,
we then proceed to recover the equation of motion given
by Gralla’s formula, up to our novel self-pressure term. In
particular, we carry out the calculation with two choices of
rigid quasilocal frames (“frames of reference”): first, iner-
tially with the “point particle” approximation of the mov-
ing object in the background in Subsection IV D, and sec-
ond, inertially with the object itself in the perturbed space-
time in Subsection IV E.
A. The Gralla-Wald approach to the GSF
The basic idea of Gralla and Wald [31] for defining a
family {(M(λ),g(λ))}λ≥0 such that λ > 0 represents the
inclusion of perturbations generated by a “small” object is
the following one. One begins by imposing certain smooth-
ness conditions on {g(λ)}λ≥0 corresponding to the exis-
tence of certain limits of each g(λ). In particular, two lim-
its are sought corresponding intuitively to two “limiting
views” of the system: first, a view from “far away” from
which the “motion” of the (extended but localized) object
reduces to a worldline; second, a view from “close by” the
object from which the rest of the universe (and in particular,
the MBH it might be orbiting as in an EMRI) looks “pushed
away” to infinity. A third requirement must be added to
this, namely that both of these limiting pictures nonethe-
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less coexist in the same spacetime, i.e. the two limits are
smoothly related (or, in other words, there is no patholog-
ical behaviour when taking these limits along different di-
rections). While in principle this may sound rather techni-
cal, one can actually motivate each of these conditions with
very sensible physical arguments as we shall momentarily
elaborate further upon. From them, Gralla and Wald have
shown [31] that it is possible to derive a number of conse-
quences, including geodesic motion in the background at
zeroth order and the MiSaTaQuWa equation [32, 33] for
the GSF at first order in λ.
Let us now be more precise. Let {(M(λ),g(λ))}λ≥0 be
a perturbative one-parameter family of spacetimes as in the
previous section. We assume that {g(λ)}λ≥0 satisfies the
following conditions, depicted visually in Fig. 8:
(i) Existence of an “ordinary limit”: There exist coordi-
nates {xα} in M(λ) such that g(λ)βγ (xα) is jointly smooth
in (λ, xα) for r > Cλ where C > 0 is a constant and
r = (xixi)1/2. For all λ ≥ 0 and r > Cλ, g(λ) is a
vacuum solution of the Einstein equation. Furthermore,
g˚βγ(xα) is smooth in xα including at r = 0, and the curve
C˚ = {r = 0} ⊂ M˚ is timelike.
(ii) Existence of a “scaled limit”: For all t0, define the
“scaled coordinates” {x¯α} = {t¯, x¯i} by t¯ = (t − t0)/λ
and x¯i = xi/λ. Then the “scaled metric” g¯(λ)
β¯γ¯
(t0; x¯α) =
λ−2g(λ)
β¯γ¯
(t0; x¯α) is jointly smooth in (λ, t0; x¯α) for r¯ =
r/λ > C.
(iii) Uniformity condition: Define A = r, B = λ/r
and ni = xi/r. Then each g(λ)βγ (xα) is jointly smooth in
(A,B, ni, t).
Mathematically, the first two conditions respectively en-
sure the existence of an appropriate Taylor expansion (in r
and λ) of the metric in a “far zone” (on length scales com-
parable with the mass of the MBH in an EMRI, r ∼ M )
and a “near zone” (on length scales comparable with the
mass of the object, r ∼ m) . Meanwhile, the third is sim-
ply a consistency requirement ensuring the existence of a
“buffer zone” (m  r  M ) where both expansions are
valid. (This idea is in many ways similar to the method of
“matched asymptotic expansions” [32]).
From a physical point of view, what is happening in the
first (“ordinary”) limit is that the body is shrinking down
to a worldline C˚ with its “mass” (understood as defining
the perturbation) going to zero at least as fast as its ra-
dius. (As we increase the perturbative parameter λ from
zero, the radius is not allowed to grow faster than linearly
Figure 8. Representation of the Gralla-Wald family of space-
times {M(λ)}λ≥0. (This is an adaptation of Fig. 1 of Ref.
[31].) The lined green region that “fills in”M(λ) for r ≤ Cλ
is the “small” object which “scales down” to zero “size” and
“mass” in the background M˚ . The solid black lines represent
taking the “ordinary limit” (the “far away” view where the
motion appears reduced to a worldline) and the dashed black
lines the “scaled limit” (the “close by” view where the rest of
the universe appears “pushed away” to infinity). The world-
line C˚ , which can be proven to be a geodesic, is parametrized
by z˚a(˚τ) and has four-velocity U˚ . The “deviation” vector Z
on C˚ is used for formulating the first-order correction to the
motion.
with λ; viewed conversely, this condition ensures that the
object does not collapse to a black hole if it was not one
already before reaching the point particle limit.) In the sec-
ond (“scaled”) limit, the object is shrinking down to zero
size in an asymptotically self-similar manner (its mass is
proportional to its size, and its “shape” is not changing).
Finally, the uniformity condition ensures that there are no
“bumps of curvature” in the one-parameter family. (Essen-
tially, this guarantees that there are no inconsistencies in
evaluating the limits along different directions.)
From these assumptions alone, Gralla [31] and Wald are
able to derive the following consequences:
(a) Background motion: The worldline C˚ is a geodesic
in M˚ ; writing its parametrization in terms of proper time
τ˚ as C˚ = {z˚a(˚τ)}τ˚∈R and denoting its four-velocity by
U˚a = dz˚a(˚τ)/dτ˚ , this means that
∇˚U˚U˚ = 0 . (69)
(b) Background “scaled” metric: ˚¯g is stationary and
asymptotically flat.
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(c) First-order field equation: At O(λ), the Einstein equa-
tion is sourced by the matter energy-momentum tensor of a
“point particle” T PP supported on C˚ , i.e. the field equation
is
δGab [h] = κT PPab (70)
where
T PPab = m
∫
C˚
dτ˚ U˚a (˚τ) U˚b (˚τ) δ4 (xc − zc (˚τ)) . (71)
Here, m is a constant along C˚ and is interpreted as repre-
senting the “mass” of the object—or, more precisely, the
mass of the point particle which approximates the object in
the background. (This is a subtle point that should be kept
in mind, and which will be better elucidated in our analysis
further on.)
(d) First-order equation of motion: AtO(λ), the correction
to the motion in the Lorenz gauge—corresponding to the
choice of a certain gauge vector L ∈ TN defined by the
condition
∇˚b(hLab −
1
2h
Lg˚ab) = 0 , (72)
where h = tr(h)—is given by the MiSaTaQuWa equation
[32, 33],
∇˚U˚∇˚U˚Za = −E˚b aZb + F a[htail; U˚ ] , (73)
where E˚b a = R˚cbd aU˚ cU˚d is the electric part of the Weyl
tensor and htail is a “tail” integral of the retarded Green’s
functions of h. The above is an equation for a four-vector
Z called the “deviation” vector; the LHS is the acceleration
associated therewith and the RHS is a geodesic deviation
term plus the GSF. This deviation vector is defined on C˚
and represents the first-order correction needed to move off
C˚ and onto the worldline representing the “center of mass”
of the perturbed spacetime, defined as in the Hamiltonian
analysis of Regge and Teitelboim [38].
Let us make a few comments on these results, specif-
ically concerning (a) and (c). On the one hand, it is
quite remarkable that geodesic motion can be recovered
as a consequence7 of this analysis—i.e. without having to
posit it as an assumption—just from smoothness proper-
ties (existence of appropriate limits) of our family of met-
rics {g(λ)}; and on the other, this analysis offers sensible
7 See again footnote 2 and the references mentioned therein for more on this
topic.
meaning to the usual “delta function cartoon” (ubiquitous
in essentially all self-force analyses) of the matter energy-
momentum tensor describing the object in the background
spacetime. The point is that the description of the object
is completely arbitrary inside the region that is not covered
by the smoothness conditions of the family {g(λ)}, i.e. for
r ≤ Cλ when λ > 0. (Indeed, this region can be “filled
in” even with exotic matter, e.g. failing to satisfy the dom-
inant energy condition, or a naked singularity, as long as a
well-posed initial value formulation exists.) Regardless of
what this description is, the smoothness conditions essen-
tially ensure that its “reduction” to M˚ (or, more precisely,
the transport of any effect thereof with respect to the fam-
ily {g(λ)}) simply becomes that of a point particle sourc-
ing the field equation at O(λ). In this way, the background
“point particle cartoon” is justified as the simplest possible
idealization of a “small” object.
What we are going to do, essentially, is to accept conse-
quences (a) -(c) (in fact, we will not even explicitly need
(b) ), the proofs of which do not rely upon any further
limiting conditions such as a restriction of the perturba-
tive gauge, and to obtain, using our perturbed momentum
conservation law, a more general version of the EoM, i.e.
consequence (d). For the latter, Gralla and Wald [31] in-
stead rely on the typical but laborious Hadamard expansion
techniques of DeWitt and Brehme [40], wherein the “mass
dipole moment” of the object is set to zero. It is possible
[38] to have such a notion in a well-defined Hamiltonian
sense by virtue of (b). While mathematically rigorous and
conducive to obtaining the correct known form of the MiS-
aTaQuWa equation, their derivation and final result suffer
not only from the limitation of having to fix the perturbative
gauge, but also from the (as we shall see, potentially avoid-
able) technical complexity of arriving at the final answer—
including the evaluation of htail (or otherwise taking re-
course to a regularization procedure).
The link between this approach and our conservation law
derivation of the EoM which we are about to carry out is
established by the work of Gralla [37], who discovered that
Eq. (73) can be equivalently written as:
∇˚U˚∇˚U˚Za = −E˚b aZb +
1
4pi limr→0
∫
S2r
S2 F
a[U˚ ,h] . (74)
Here, the GSF term F [htail; U˚ ] in the MiSaTaQuWa equa-
tion [Eq. (73)] is substituted by an integral expression—an
average over the angles—of F . In particular (as, strictly
speaking, one cannot define integrals of vectors as such),
this is evaluated by using the exponential map based on C˚
to associate a flat metric, in terms of which the integration
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is performed over a two-sphere of radius r, S2r, with S2
denoting the volume form of S2.
Observe that, here, the functional dependence of F is on
h itself (and not on htail or any sort of regularized h) and
for this reason is referred to as the “bare” GSF. Moreover,
this formula is actually valid in a wider class of gauges
than just the Lorenz gauge: in particular, it holds in what
are referred to as “parity-regular” gauges [37]. We refrain
from entering here into the technical details of exactly how
such gauges are defined, except to say that the eponymous
“parity condition” that they need to satisfy has its ultimate
origin in the Hamiltonian analysis of Regge and Teitle-
boim [38] and is imposed so as to make certain Hamil-
tonian definitions—and in particular for Gralla’s analy-
sis [37], the Hamiltonian “center of mass”—well defined.
These, however, are not limitations of our quasilocal for-
malism, where we know how to define energy-momentum
notions more generally than any Hamiltonian approach.
Thus, in our result, there will be no restriction on the per-
turbative gauge. This may constitute a great advantage, as
the “parity-regular” gauge class—though an improvement
from being limited to the Lorenz gauge in formulating the
EoM—still excludes the perturbative gauges most widely
employed for black hole perturbation theory, and therefore
in practical EMRI calculations (e.g. the Regge-Wheeler
gauge in Schwarzschild and the radiation gauge in Kerr).
We proceed to apply our quasilocal analysis to the
Gralla-Wald family of spacetimes, beginning with a gen-
eral setup in this family of rigid quasilocal frames.
B. General setup of rigid quasilocal frames in the
Gralla-Wald family
Let (B(λ);u(λ)) be a quasilocal frame in
(M(λ),g(λ),∇(λ)), for any λ > 0, constructed just
as described in Section II: with unit four-velocity u(λ),
unit normal n(λ), induced metric γ(λ) and so on. Using
the fact that the tensor transport is linear and commutes
with tensor products, we can compute the transport (in the
five-dimensional “stacked” manifoldN =M(λ)×R used
in our perturbative setup, as in Subsection III A) of any
geometrical quantity of interest to the background. For
example,
γab =ϕ∗(λ)γ
(λ)
ab (75)
=ϕ∗(λ)(g
(λ)
ab − n(λ)a n(λ)b ) (76)
= gab − nanb (77)
= γ˚ab + λδγab +O
(
λ2
)
, (78)
where
γ˚ab = g˚ab − n˚an˚b , (79)
δγab =hab − 2n˚(aδnb) . (80)
Similarly,
σab = σ˚ab + λδσab +O(λ2) , (81)
where
σ˚ab = γ˚ab + u˚au˚b , (82)
δσab = δγab + 2u˚(aδub) . (83)
Now let us assume that (B(λ);u(λ)) is a rigid quasilo-
cal frame, meaning that the congruence defining it has a
vanishing symmetrized strain rate tensor inM(λ),
θ
(λ)
(ab) = 0 . (84)
Let B = ϕ−1(λ)(B(λ)) be the inverse image of B(λ) in
the background M˚ , with u = ϕ∗(λ)u(λ) = u˚ + λδu +
O(λ2) giving the transport of the quasilocal observers’
four-velocity,n = n˚+λδn+O(λ2) the unit normal and so
on. In other words, (B;u) is the background mapping of
the “perturbed” congruence (B(λ);u(λ)), and so will itself
constitute a congruence (in the background), i.e. a quasilo-
cal frame defined by a two-parameter family of worldlines
with unit four-velocity u in M˚ .
However, although (B(λ);u(λ)) is a rigid quasilocal
frame in M(λ), (B;u) is not in general a rigid quasilo-
cal frame in M˚ (with respect to the background metric g˚).
One can see this easily as follows. Let ϑ ∈ T 0 2(M˚ ) be
the strain rate tensor of (B;u), so that it is given by
ϑab = σcaσbd∇˚cud . (85)
The RHS is an series in λ, owing to the fact that u (and
therefore σ, the two-metric on the spaceH orthogonal to
u inB) are transported from a “perturbed” congruence in
M(λ). Upon expansion we obtain
ϑab = ϑ˚ab + λδϑab +O
(
λ2
)
, (86)
where
ϑ˚ab = σ˚c(aσ˚b)d∇˚cu˚d (87)
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is just the strain rate tensor of the “background”
congruence—i.e. the congruence defined by u˚—and
δϑab = 2σ˚(c (aδσd) b)∇˚cu˚d + σ˚c (aσ˚b)d∇˚cδud (88)
is the first-order piece in λ. Note that we are abusing our es-
tablished notation slightly in writing Eq. (86), as there ex-
ists no ϑ(λ) inM(λ) the transport (to M˚ ) of which yields
such a series expansion; instead ϑ is defined directly on
M˚ (relative to the metric g˚) as the strain rate tensor of a
conguence with four-velocity u—which itself contains the
expansion in λ.
Now let us compute the transport of the rigidity condi-
tion on (B(λ);u(λ)) [Eq. (84)] to M˚ : we have
0 =ϕ∗(λ)θ
(λ)
(ab) (89)
=ϕ∗(λ)(σ
(λ)
c(aσ
(λ)
b)d∇c(λ)ud(λ)) (90)
=σc(aσb)d∇cud (91)
= θ˚(ab) + λδθ(ab) +O(λ2) , (92)
where
θ˚(ab) = ϑ˚(ab) , (93)
δθ(ab) = δϑ(ab) + σ˚c (aσ˚b)dδCd ceu˚e . (94)
Since 0 = θ(λ)(ab) identically in M(λ) (as we demand that
(B(λ);u(λ)) is a rigid quasilocal frame), Eq. (92) must
vanish order by order in λ. That implies, in particular,
that the zeroth-order congruence (defined by u˚) is a rigid
quasilocal frame, and that the symmetrized strain rate ten-
sor of the background-mapped perturbed congruence (de-
fined by u) is given by
ϑ(ab) = −λσ˚c (aσ˚b)dδCd ceu˚e +O
(
λ2
)
. (95)
This tells us that the deviation from rigidity of (B;u) in
M˚ occurs only atO(λ) (and, in particular, is caused by the
same perturbed connection coefficient term that is respon-
sible for the GSF). In other words, we can treat (B;u)
as a rigid quasilocal frame at zeroth order. This zeroth
order congruence actually makes up a different worldtube
boundary B˚ in M˚ , i.e. defined by a congruence with four-
velocity u˚. Clearly, for a rigid quasilocal frame with a
small areal radius r constructed around a worldline G in
M˚ with four-velocityUG , we would simply have u˚ = UG
(where the RHS is understood to be transported off G and
onto B˚ via the exponential map), and σ˚ = r2S, i.e. it
is the metric of S2r. This is the most trivial possible rigid
quasilocal frame: at any instant of time, a two-sphere worth
of quasilocal observers moving with the same four-velocity
as is the point at its center (parametrizing the given world-
line).
At first order, the equation 0 = δθ(ab) can be regarded as
the constraint on the linear perturbations (δu) in the motion
of the quasilocal observers in terms of the metric perturba-
tions guaranteeing that the perturbed congruence is rigid
in the perturbed spacetime. (So presumably, going to n-th
order in λ would yield equations for every term up to the
n-th order piece of the motion of the quasilocal observers,
δnu.)
Now recall the momentum conservation law for rigid
quasilocal frames, Eq. (39). This holds for (B(λ);u(λ))
in M(λ). Just as we did in the previous section with the
general conservation law, we can use ϕ(λ) to turn this into
an equation in M˚ :
∆p(φ) =−
∫
∆B
ϕ∗(λ)B(λ)
(
Eαφ + 2νabPaφb + PD ·φ
)
.
(96)
Let us now further assume that we can ignore the Jaco-
bian determinant (discussed in the previous section) as well
as the shift v of the quasilocal observers (relative to con-
stant time surfaces). Then, dividing the above equation by
∆t, where t represents the adapted “time” coordinate on
B, and taking the ∆t → 0 limit, we get the time rate of
change of the momentum,
p˙(φ) = −
∫
S
SNγ˜
(
Eαφ + 2νabPaφb + PD ·φ
)
.
(97)
where p˙(φ) = dp(φ)/dt, and we must keep in mind that
the derivative is with respect to the adapted time on (the
inverse image on the background of) our congruence.
C. Detailed construction of background rigid quasilocal
frames
Let G be any timelike worldline in M˚ . Any background
metric g˚ on M˚ in a neighborhood of G admits an expres-
sion in Fermi normal coordinates [42, 71], which we label
by {Xa} = {T = X0, XI}3I=1, as a power series in the
areal radius. Denoting by AK(T ) and WK(T ) the proper
acceleration and proper rate of rotation of the spatial axes
(triad) along G (as functions of the proper time T along
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G ), respectively, this is given by:
g˚00 = −
(
1 +AKXK
)2
+R2WKWLPKL
− R˚0K0LXKXL +O
(
R3
)
, (98)
g˚0J = JKLWKXL − 23 R˚0KJLX
KXL +O (R3) ,
(99)
g˚IJ = δIJ − 13 R˚IKJLXKXL +O
(
R3
)
, (100)
where R2 = δIJXIXJ is the square of the radius in these
coordinates (not the square of the Ricci scalar) and PKL =
δKL − XKXL/R2 projects vectors perpendicular to the
radial direction XI/R. Here we have to remember that the
Riemann tensor R˚ (along with A and W ) are understood
to be evaluated on G .
For all cases that we will be interested in, we will ignore
the possibility of rotation so we set WI = 0 from now on.
Let us now assume that our background rigid quasilocal
frame (B˚; u˚) is constructed around G : that is to say, into
this coordinate system there is embedded a two-parameter
family of worldlines representing a topological two-sphere
worth of observers, i.e. a fibrated timelike worldtube B˚
surrounding G . This may be conveniently described, as
detailed in Subsection II B, by defining a new set of coordi-
nates {xa} = {t, r, xi}2i=1 given simply by the adapted co-
ordinates {t, xi}2i=1 on B˚ supplemented with a radial co-
ordinate r. Then denoting {xi} = {θ, φ} we introduce, as
done in previous calculations with rigid quasilocal frames
in Fermi normal coordinates [49], the following coordinate
transformation:
T (t, r, θ, φ) = t+O (r2,R) , (101)
XI (t, r, θ, φ) = rrI (θ, φ) +O (r2,R) , (102)
where
rI(θ, φ) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) (103)
are the standard direction cosines of a radial unit vector in
spherical coordinates in R3, and R here represents the or-
der of the perturbations of the quasilocal frame away from
the round two-sphere due to the background curvature ef-
fects. In particular, for rigid quasilocal frames, we know
that this is in fact simply the order of the Riemann tensor
on G , i.e. R˚ = O(R). Thus, one may ultimately desire
to takeO(R) effects into account for a full calculation, but
for the moment—since, in principle, this R is unrelated
to λ and we can assume it to be subdominant thereto—we
simply omit them. Thus we can simply take S˚ = S2r, and
we can assume that there is no shift, so that γ˜ = 1.
Applying the coordinate transformation in Eqs. (101)-
(102) to the background metric given by Eqs. (98)-(100)
with W = 0, and then using all of the definitions that we
have established so far, it is possible to obtain by direct
computation all of the quantities appearing in the integrand
of the conservation law [Eq. (97)] as series in r. We dis-
play the results only up to leading order in r, including the
possibility of settingA = 0:
N˚ = 1 + rAIrI +
1
2r
2E˚IJr
IrJ +O (r3) , (104)
E˚ = Evac +O (r)
= − 2
κr
+O (r) , (105)
α˚i = rAIBIi + r2
(
E˚IJ −AIAJ
)
BIi r
J +O (r3) ,
(106)
ν˚ = − rB˚IJrIrJ +O
(
r2
)
, (107)
P˚i = − 1
κ
r2B˚IJR
I
i r
J +O (r3) , (108)
P˚ = Pvac − 1
κ
AIr
I +O (r)
= − 1
κr
− 1
κ
AIr
I +O (r) . (109)
Here, E˚IJ = C˚0I0J |G and B˚IJ = 12I KLC˚0JKL|G are re-
spectively the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl ten-
sor evaluated on on G . Also,BIi = ∂irI andRIi = S
2
i
jBIj
are respectively the boost and rotation generators of S2.
See Appendix A for more technical details on this. We
remind the reader that Evac and Pvac are respectively the
vacuum energy and pressure, Eqs. (59)-(60) respectively.
The way to proceed is now clear: we expand Eq. (97) as
a series in λ,
p˙(φ) = (p˙(φ))(0) + λδp˙(φ) +O
(
λ2
)
, (110)
using the zeroth-order parts of the various terms written
above. We need only to specify the worldline G in M˚
about which we are carrying out the Fermi normal coordi-
nate expansion (in r). We will consider two cases: G = C˚
(the geodesic, such thatB is “inertial” with the point par-
ticle in M˚ ) and G = C (an accelerated worldline such
that B(λ) is “inertial” with the object in M(λ), i.e. it is
defined by a constant r > Cλ in M(λ)). These will give
us equivalent descriptions of the dynamics of the system,
from two different “points of view”, or (quasilocal) frames
of reference.
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Before entering into the calculations, we can simplify
things further by remarking that the zeroth order expan-
sions in Eqs. (104)-(109) will always make the twist (ν)
term in the conservation law [Eq. (97)] appear at O(r) or
higher, both in (p˙(φ))(0) and δp˙(φ), regardless of our choice
of G . Hence we can safely ignore it, as we are interested
(at least for this work) only in the part of the conservation
law which is zeroth-order in r. Thus we simply work with
p˙(φ) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N (Eαφ + PD ·φ) . (111)
Into this, we furthermore have to insert the multipole ex-
pansion of the conformal Killing vector φ given by Eq.
(41). We correspondingly write
p˙(φ) =
∑
`∈N
p˙(φ`) , (112)
such that for any ` ∈ N, we have
p˙(φ`) = −ΦI1···I`
∫
S2r
S2 rN (Eαi + PDi)Di
(∏`
n=1
rIn
)
.
(113)
Explicitly, the first two terms are
p˙(φ`=1) = − ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 rN (Eαi + PDi)BiI , (114)
p˙(φ`=2) = − 2ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2 rN (Eαi + PDi)
(
BiIrJ
)
.
(115)
D. Equation of motion inertial with the background
“point particle”
Let G = C˚ . Then A = 0. We will take this to be
the case for the rest of this subsection—corresponding, as
discussed, to a rigid quasilocal frame the inverse image in
the background of which is inertial with the “point parti-
cle” approximation of the moving object in the background
spacetime. This situation is displayed visually in Fig. 9.
Let us first compute the zeroth-order (in λ) part of p˙(φ).
Inserting (104)-(109) into the zeroth-order part of (114)-
(115), and making use of the various properties in Ap-
Figure 9. A family of rigid quasilocal frames {(B(λ);u(λ))}
embedded in the Gralla-Wald family of spacetimes {M(λ)}
such that the inverse image of any such perturbed quasilocal
frame in the background is inertial with the “point particle”
approximation of the moving object, i.e. is centered on the
geodesic C˚ .
pendix A, we find by direct computation:(
p˙(φ`=1)
)
(0)
=O (r2) , (116)(
p˙(φ`=2)
)
(0)
=O (r2) . (117)
We provide the steps of the calculation in Appendix B.
Let us now compute the O(λ), ` = 1 part of p˙(φ), i.e.
the O(λ) part of Eq. (114) which as usual we denote by
δp˙(φ`=1). One can see that this will involve contributions
from fiveO(λ) terms, respectively containing δN , δE , δα,
δP and δD. For convenience, we will use the notation
(p˙(φ`)(Q) )(n) to indicate the term of δn(p˙(φ`)) that is linear in
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Figure 10. An instantaneous rigid quasilocal frame
(S2r, r2S,D) (where S and D respectively are the metric
and derivative compatible with the unit two-sphere) inertial
with the background “point particle”. This means that the lat-
ter is located at the center of our Fermi normal coordinate
system.
Q, for any `, n. Thus we write
δp˙(φ`=1) =
∑
Q∈{δN,δE,δα,δP,δD}
δp˙(φ`=1)(Q) . (118)
All of the computational steps are again in Appendix B.
We find:
δp˙(φ`=1)(δN) = −
2
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 δNr
I +O (r2) . (119)
If δN does not vary significantly over S2r, the O(r0) part
of the above would be negligible owing to the fact that∫
S2r
S2 r
I = 0.
Next, let us consider the δE and δP terms. For this, we
find it useful to depict the instantaneous quasilocal frame
(S2r, r2S,D) embedded in a constant-time three-slice of
M˚ in Fig. 10.
The δE term can be easily determined by realizing that
in our current choice of quasilocal frame, the only back-
ground matter is the “point particle” which is always at the
center of our present coordinate system, i.e. it is always on
C˚ (on which we are here centering our Fermi normal coor-
dinates). Interpreting the constant m as in the Gralla-Wald
approach [31] to be the “mass” of this “point particle,” this
simply means that
δE = m4pir2 , (120)
so that when this is integrated (as a surface energy density)
over S2r, we simply recover the mass:
∫
S2r
r2S2 δE = m.
We remark that, by definition, it is possible to express the
quasilocal energy as E = uaubτab = − 1κk with k = σ :Θ
the trace of the two-dimensional boundary extrinsic curva-
ture. Notice that the integral of this over a closed two-
surface in the r → ∞ limit is in fact the same as the usual
ADM definition of the mass/energy; thus δE = − 1κδk, and
so it makes sense to interpret m as the ADM mass of the
object. So now, using Eq. (120), we can find that the δE
contribution to δp˙(φ)`=1 is also at most quadratic in r:
δp˙(φ`=1)(δE) = O
(
r2
)
. (121)
To compute the δP term, we now employ the useful iden-
tity in Eq. (40), which tells us that
δP = 12δE −
1
κ
δan . (122)
Using this, into which we insert the δE from Eq. (120), we
find that the δP contribution to δp˙(φ)`=1 is at most quadratic
in r as well,
δp˙(φ`=1)(δP) = O
(
r2
)
. (123)
Note that the above results may in fact be higher order in
r than quadratic. We have only explicitly checked that they
vanish up to linear order inclusive.
Finally we are left with the δα and δD contributions to
δp˙(φ`=1). By direct computation, it is possible to show that
their sum is in fact precisely what we have referred to as
the extended GSF in our general analysis of the preceding
section, i.e. it is the ` = 1 part of Eq. (68),
δp˙(φ`=1)(δα) + δp˙
(φ`=1)
(δD) =
d
dt
(
∆p(φ`=1)self
)
. (124)
In particular, they respectively contribute the usual GSF
(from δα) and the gravitational self-pressure force (from
δD).
Thus, we have found that the total O(λ), ` = 1 part
of the momentum time rate of change is given at leading
(zeroth) order in r by nothing more than the generalized
GSF. In other words,
δp˙(φ`=1) = −ΦIFI +O (r) , (125)
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where we have defined
FI = − 2
κ
∫
S2r
S2 S
ijBIiFj[h; u˚] +O (r) . (126)
Without loss of generality, let us now pick ΦI = (0, 0, 1)
to be the unit vector in the Cartesian X3 = Z direction,
and denote its corresponding conformal Killing vector as
φ`=1 = φZ`=1. (Alternately, pick the Z-axis to be oriented
along ΦI .) We know SijBZj = (−1/ sin θ, 0); moreover,
by the coordinate transformation Fi = (∂xJ/∂xi)FJ we
haveFθ = cos θ(cosφFX+sinφFY )−sin θFZ . Inserting
these into Eq. (125) we get
δp˙(φ
Z
`=1) = − 2
κ
∫
S2r
S2 FZ [h; u˚]
+ 2
κ
∫
S2r
dθ ∧ dφ cos θ (cosφFX + sinφFY ) . (127)
The first line is precisely in the form of the GSF term
from the Gralla formula, Eq. (7) [37], except here in
the integrand we have (the Z-component of) our extended
GSF F [Eq. (11)]: the usual GSF F (the only self-force
term in Gralla’s formula) plus our self-pressure term, ℘.
The second line contains additional terms involving the
extended GSF in the other two (Cartesian) spatial direc-
tions. Notice however that
∫
S2r
dθ ∧ dφ cos θ cosφ = 0 =∫
S2r
dθ ∧ dφ cos θ sinφ, so if FX and FY do not vary sig-
nificantly over S2r, their contribution will be subdominant
to that of FZ .
Thus, we have shown that our EoM always contains
Gralla’s “angle average” of the “bare” (usual) GSF. The
precise conditions under which the latter exactly recovers
the former are still under investigation; we conjecture that
a careful imposition of the parity condition on the pertur-
bative gauge—of which we have made no explicit use so
far—would achieve this, but a detailed proof is required
and remains to be carried out.
E. Equation of motion inertial with the moving object in
the perturbed spacetime
Now let G = C 6= C˚ (so A 6= 0 in general) such that
the quasilocal frame (B;u) centered on C (in M˚ ) is the
inverse image of the rigid quasilocal frame (B(λ);u(λ))
defined by r = Cλ + ε = const., ∀ε > 0, in M(λ). The
meaning of the r coordinate in the latter is as given in the
Figure 11. A family of rigid quasilocal frames {(B(λ);u(λ))}
embedded in the Gralla-Wald family of spacetimes {M(λ)}
inertial with the moving object inM(λ). This means thatB(λ)
is defined by the constancy of the Gralla-Wald r coordinate
in M(λ), for any r > Cλ. Thus, the inverse image B of
B(λ) in the background M˚ is centered, in general, not on
the geodesic C˚ followed by the “point particle” background
approximation of the object, but on some timelike worldline
C 6= C˚ , with four-velocity U 6= U˚ , which may be regarded
as an approximation on M˚ of the “true motion” of the object
in M(λ). Between C˚ and C there is a deviation vector Z,
which can be identified with the deviation vector (“correction
to the motion”) in the Gralla-Wald approach.
Gralla-Wald assumptions (Subsection IV A). This situation
is displayed in Fig. 11.
We now proceed to calculate, in the same way as we
did for the “point particle”-inertial case, the various terms
in the expansion of the momentum conservation law, Eqs.
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Figure 12. An instantaneous rigid quasilocal frame
(S2r, r2S,D) (where S and D respectively are the metric
and derivative compatible with the unit two-sphere) inertial
with the moving object in the perturbed spacetime. This
means that the “point particle” approximation of this object
in the background spacetime is not located at the center of
our Fermi normal coordinate system. Instead, it is displaced
in some direction ρI , which must be O(λ).
(114)-(115). At zeroth order we obtain:(
p˙(φ`=1)
)
(0)
=O (r2) , (128)(
p˙(φ`=2)
)
(0)
=O (r2) . (129)
The steps of all these computations are again shown in Ap-
pendix B.
Let us now compute the O(λ), ` = 1 part of p˙(φ). First,
we find that δp˙(φ`=1)(δN) is the same as in the “point particle”-
inertial case, so if δN does not vary significantly over S2r,
the O(r0) part thereof is negligible.
Next let us look at the δE and δP parts. Again, it is
useful to consider in this case the visual depiction of the
instantaneous quasilocal frame, shown in Fig. 12.
In this case, the “particle” (delta function) will not be at
the center of our coordinate system but instead displaced in
some direction ρI relative thereto. Nonetheless, we know
that this displacement must itself be O(λ) which means
that it will only contribute O(λ) corrections to the δE hav-
ing m exactly at the center, i.e. we have
δE = m4pi (XI − λρI) (XI − λρI) =
m
4pir2 +O (λ) ,
(130)
and as before, δP = 12δE − 1κδan. Using these, we find:
δp˙(φ`=1)(δE) = −
2
3mΦIA
I +O (r) , (131)
δp˙(φ`=1)(δP) = +
1
3mΦIA
I +O (r) , (132)
with the steps shown in Appendix B. Thus,
δp˙(φ`=1)(δE) + δp˙
(φ`=1)
(δP) = −
1
3mΦIA
I +O (r) . (133)
Meanwhile, we still have, exactly as in the “point particle”-
inertial case,
δp˙(φ`=1)(δα) + δp˙
(φ`=1)
(δD) = −ΦIFI +O (r) . (134)
Now, by construction, we know that here δp˙(φ`=1) = 0,
as we are inertial with the moving object (in the “actual”
spacetime M(λ)). Thus summing the above and equating
them to zero, we get
0 = ΦI
(
−mAI − 3FI
)
+O (r) . (135)
Since ΦI is arbitrary, we thus get the EoM
mAI = −3FI (136)
in the r → 0 limit.
Finally, to cast this EoM into the same form as Gralla-
Wald [31], i.e. in terms of a deviation vectorZ on C˚ rather
than in terms of the proper accelerationA of C , we use the
generalized deviation equation (as the name suggests, the
deviation equation between arbitrary worldlines, not nec-
essarily geodesics), Eq. (37) of Ref. [72]. In our case, this
reads λZ¨I = λAI − λZJ E˚I J + O(λ2). Combining this
with Eq. (136), we finally recover the O(λ) EoM
λmZ¨I = −3λFI − λE˚I JZJ +O
(
λ2, r
)
. (137)
Note the factor of 3 multiplying the self-force term is
in fact present in the general EoM in Gralla’s Appendix B
(including, in this case, an explicit gauge transformations
out of the “parity regular” class, not needed in our EoM),
Eq. (B3) of Ref. [37].
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have used quasilocal conservation laws
to develop a novel formulation of self-force effects in gen-
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eral relativity, one that is independent of the choice of
the perturbative gauge and applicable to any perturbative
scheme designed to describe the correction to the motion
of a localized object. In particular, we have shown that the
correction to the motion of any finite spatial region, due
to any perturbation of any spacetime metric, is dominated
when that region is “small” (i.e. at zero-th order in a series
expansion in its areal radius) by an extended gravitational
self-force: this is the standard gravitational self-force term
known up to now plus a new term, not found in previous
analyses and attributable to a gravitational pressure effect
with no analogue in Newtonian gravity, which we have
dubbed the gravitational self-pressure force. Mathemati-
cally, we have found that the total change in momentum
∆p(φ) = p(φ)initial − p(φ)final between an initial and final time of
any (gravitational plus matter) system subject to any met-
ric perturbation h is given, in a direction determined by a
conformal Killing vector φ (see Subsection II D), by the
following flux through the portion of the quasilocal frame
(worldtube boundary) (B; u˚) delimited thereby:
∆p(φ) = − c
4
4piG
∫
∆B
B
1
r
φ ·F [h; u˚] +O (r) , (138)
where we have restored units, r is the areal radius, andF is
the extended self-force functional. In particular,F = F +
℘ where F is the usual “bare” self-force [determined by
the functional in Eq. (5)] and ℘ is our novel self-pressure
force [determined by the functional in Eq. (66)].
The most relevant practical application of the self-force
is in the context of modeling EMRIs. Ideally, one would
like to compute the “correction to the motion” at the loca-
tion of the moving object (SCO). Yet, once a concrete per-
turbative procedure is established, the latter usually ends
up being described by a distribution (Dirac delta function),
rendering such a computation ill-defined unless additional
tactics (typically in the form of regularizations or Green’s
functions methods) are introduced. However, if one takes a
step back from the exact point denoting the location of the
“particle” (the distributional support), and instead consid-
ers a flux around it, any singularities introduced in such a
model are avoided by construction.
We have, moreover, shown that our approach recovers, in
the appropriate setting, the known equations of motion in
the context of one particular and very common approach to
the self-force, namely that of Gralla and Wald [31]—and
specifically, contains the “angle average” term of Gralla
[37] proposed within this approach.
We would like here to offer a concluding discussion on
our results in this paper in Subsection V A, as well as out-
look towards future work in Subsection V B.
A. Discussion of results
From a physical point of view, our approach offers a
fresh and conceptually clear perspective on the basic mech-
anism responsible for the emergence of self-force effects in
general relativity. In particular, we have demonstrated that
the self-force may be regarded as nothing more than the
manifestation of a physical flux of gravitational momen-
tum passing through the boundary enclosing the “small”
moving object. This gravitational momentum, and gravi-
tational stress-energy-momentum in general, cannot be de-
fined locally in general relativity. As we have argued at
length in this paper, such notions must instead be defined
quasilocally, i.e. as boundary rather than as a volume den-
sities. This is why the self-force appears mathematically as
a boundary integral around the moving object [Eq. (68)],
dominant in the limit where the areal radius is small.
The interpretation of the physical meaning of the self-
force as a consequence of conservation principles leads
to many interesting implications. As we have seen, the
“mass” of the moving object—e.g., the massm of the SCO
in the EMRI problem—seems to have nothing to do fun-
damentally with the general existence of a self-force ef-
fect. Indeed, according to our analysis, the self-force is in
fact generically present as a correction to the motion—and
dominant when the moving region is “small”—whenever
one has any perturbation h to the spacetime metric that is
non-vanishing on the boundary of the system.
The usual way to understand the gravitational self-force
up to now has been to regard it as a backreaction of m on
the metric, i.e. on the gravitational field, and thus in turn
upon its own motion through that field. Schematically, one
thus imagines that the linear correction to the motion is
“linear in m” (or more generally, that the full correction is
an infinite series in m), i.e. that it has the form δp˙ ∼ mδa,
with a “perturbed acceleration” δa determined by h (ac-
cording to some perturbative prescription) causing a cor-
rection to the momentum δp˙ by a (linear) coupling to the
mass m.
Our analysis, instead, shows that this momentum correc-
tion δp˙ actually arises fundamentally in the schematic form
δp˙ ∼ Evacδa + PvacδD , (139)
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where Evac and Pvac are the vacuum energy and pressure
[Eqs. (59)-(60) respectively], and δa and δD are perturbed
acceleration and gradient terms determined by h. Thus it is
the vacuum energy (or “mass”) and vacuum pressure, not
the “mass” of the moving object, which are responsible for
the backreaction that produces self-force corrections.
Certainly, the metric perturbation h on the system
boundary determining the perturbed acceleration and gra-
dient terms in (139) may in turn be sourced by a “small
mass” present in the interior of the system. In fact, if in-
deed the system is “small”, there may well be little physical
reason for expecting that (the dominant part of) h would
come for anything other than the presence of the “small”
system itself. Concordantly, the aim of any concrete self-
force analysis is to prescribe exactly how h is sourced
thereby. Nevertheless, the correction (138) is valid regard-
less of where h comes from, and regardless of the interior
description of the system, which may very well be com-
pletely empty of matter or even contain “exotic” matter (as
long as a well-posed initial value formulation exists). The
EMRI problem is just a special case, where h is sourced
in the background, according to the approach considered
here, by a rudimentary “point particle” of mass m.
This opens up many interesting conceptual questions, es-
pecially with regards to the meaning of the quasilocal vac-
uum energy and pressure. While traditionally these have
often been regarded as unphysical, to be “subtracted away”
as reference terms (for the same reason that a “reference ac-
tion” is often subtracted from the total gravitational action
in Lagrangian formulations of GR), our analysis in this pa-
per reveals instead that they are absolutely indispensable to
accounting for self-force effects. (Indeed, the initial work
[46] on the formulation of the quasilocal momentum con-
servation laws had similarly revealed the necessity of keep-
ing these terms for a proper accounting of gravitational
energy-momentum transfer in general.) To put it simply,
the vacuum energy is what seems to play the role of the
“mass” in the “mass times acceleration” of the self-force;
the pressure term, leading to what we have called the self-
pressure force, has no Newtonian analogue.
Now let us comment on our results from a more math-
ematical and technical point of view. When applied to
a specific self-force analysis, namely that of Gralla and
Wald [31], we have been able to recover the “angle av-
erage” formula of Gralla [37]. The latter was put for-
ward on the basis of a convenient mathematical argu-
ment in a Hamiltonian setting. As the quasilocal stress-
energy-momentum definitions that we have been working
with (namely, as given by the Brown-York tensor) recover
the usual Hamiltonian definitions under appropriate con-
ditions (stationary asymptotically-flat spacetimes with a
parity condition), it is reasonable that our general equa-
tion of motion [Eq. (68)]—expressing the physical flux of
gravitational momentum—should thereby recover that of
Gralla [Eq. (74)]—expressing an “angle average” in a set-
ting where certain surface integral definitions of general-
relativistic Hamiltonian notions (in particular, a Hamilto-
nian “center of mass”) can be well-defined. The limita-
tion of Gralla’s equation of motion (e.g. in terms of the
perturbative gauge restriction attached to it) vis-à-vis our
general equation of motion is therefore essentially the re-
flection of the general limitation of Hamiltonian notions
of gravitational stress-energy-momentum (as defined for a
total, asymptotically-flat spacetime with parity conditions)
vis-à-vis general quasilocal notions of such concepts—of
which the Hamiltonian ones arise simply as a special case.
For carrying out practical EMRI computations, there is
a manifest advantage in formulating the self-force as a
closed two-surface integral around the moving “particle”
versus standard approaches. In the latter, one typically at-
tempts to formulate the problem at the “particle location”,
i.e. the support of the distributional matter stress-energy-
momentum tensor modeling the moving object (SCO) in
the background spacetime. Of course, due to the distribu-
tional source,h actually diverges on its support, and so reg-
ularization or Green’s function methods are typically em-
ployed in order to make progress. However, in principle,
no such obstacles are encountered (nor the aforementioned
technical solutions needed) if the self-force is evaluated on
a boundary around—very close to, but at a finite distance
away from—the “particle”, where no formal singularity is
ever encountered: h remains everywhere finite over the in-
tegration, and therefore so does the (extended) self-force
functional [Eq. (11)] with it directly as its argument.
B. Outlook to future work
A numerical implementation of a concrete self-force
computation using the approach developed in this paper
would be arguably the most salient next step to take. To our
knowledge, no numerical work has been put forth even us-
ing Gralla’s “angle average” integral formula [37] (which
would further require gauge transformations away from
“parity-regular” gauges).
We stress here that our proposed equation of motion in-
volving the gravitational self-force is entirely formulated
and in principle valid in any choice of perturbative gauge.
To our knowledge, this is the first such proposal bearing
this feature. This may provide a great advantage for nu-
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merical work, as black hole metric perturbations h are of-
ten most easily computed (by solving the linearized Ein-
stein equation, usually with a delta-function source moti-
vated as in or similarly to the Gralla-Wald approach [31]
described in Subection IV A) in a gauge that is not in the
“parity-regular” class restricting Gralla’s formula [37]. In
other words, we claim that one may solve the linearized
Einstein equation [Eq. (70)] for hX in any desired choice
of gaugeX, insert thishX into our extended GSF functional
[Eq. (11)] to obtain FX[hX; u˚X] (for some choice of back-
ground quasilocal frame with four-velocity u˚), and then to
integrate this over a “small radius” topological two-sphere
surrounding the “particle” (so that u˚ can be approximated
by the background geodesic four-velocity of the particle,
U˚ ), to obtain the full extended gravitational self-force (or
“correction to the motion”) directly in that gauge X. It is
easy to speculate that this may simplify some numerical
issues tremendously vis-à-vis current approaches, where
much technical machinery is needed to handle (and to do
so in a sufficiently efficient way for future waveform ap-
plications) the necessary gauge transformations involving
distributional source terms.
Nevertheless, further work is needed to bring the rela-
tively abstract analysis developed in this paper into a form
more readily suited for practical numerics. The most ap-
parent technical issue to be tackled involves the fact that h
is usually computed (in some kind of harmonics) in angu-
lar coordinates centered on the MBH, while the functional
F [h; u˚] is evaluated in angular coordinates (on a “small”
topological two-sphere) centered on the moving “particle”,
i.e. the SCO. A detailed understanding of the transforma-
tion between the two sets of angular coordinates is thus
essential to formulate this problem numerically. This issue
is discussed a bit further in Gralla’s paper [37], but a de-
tailed implementation of such a computation remains to be
attempted.
The abstraction and generality of our approach may, on
the other hand, also provide useful ways to address some
other technical issues surrounding the self-force problem.
For example, all the calculations in this paper may be car-
ried on to second order (in the formal expansion parameter
λ)—which is conceptually straightforward given our basic
perturbative setup, but of course which requires an analysis
in its own right. Nonetheless, one may readily see that any
higher-order correction to the motion manifestly remains
here in the form of a boundary flux—only now involving
nonlinear terms in the integrand. Thus any sort of singular
behaviour is avoided at the level of the equations of motion
in our approach, up to any order.
As another example, if ever desired (e.g. for astrophysi-
cal reasons), linear or any higher-order in r (the areal radius
of the SCO boundary) effects on the correction to the mo-
tion can also be computed using our approach. Moreover,
any matter fluxes (described by the usual matter stress-
energy-momentum tensor, T ) can also be accommodated
thanks to our general (gravity plus matter) conservation
laws [Eq. (39)].
Furthermore, while we have applied our ideas in this pa-
per to a specific self-force approach—that of Gralla and
Wald [31]—our general formulation (Section III) can just
as well be used in any other approach to the gravitational
self-force, i.e. any other specification of a perturbative pro-
cedure (of a family of perturbed spacetimes {(M(λ),g(λ)})
for this problem. In other words, our approach permits any
alternative specification of what is meant by a (sufficiently)
“localized source” in general relativity, as our conservation
expressions always involve fluxes on their boundaries and
are not conditioned in any way by the exact details of their
interior modeling. Thus our equation of motion [Eq. (138)]
could be used not only for a “self-consistent” computation
(using, e.g., an approach such as that of Refs. [73, 74]
for solving the field equations in this context) within the
Gralla-Wald approach, but also, for example, in the context
of the (mathematically equivalent) self-consistent formula-
tion of Pound [69].
Beyond the gravitational self-force, another avenue to
explore from here—of interest at the very least for concep-
tual consistency—is how our approach handles the electro-
magnetic self-force problem. Although undoubtedly some
conceptual parallels may be drawn between the gravita-
tional and electromagnetic self-force problems (see e.g.
Ref. [11]), foundationally they are usually treated as sep-
arate problems. Indeed, shortly after the paper of Gralla
and Wald [31] detailing the self-force approach used in this
work, Gralla, Harte and Wald [75] put forth a similar anal-
ysis, with an analogous approach and level of rigour, of
the electromagnetic self-force. It would be of great interest
to apply our quasilocal conservation laws in this setting,
as they can be used to account not just for gravitational
but also (and in a consistent way) matter fluxes as well.
It may thus prove insightful to study how the transfer of
energy-momentum is actually accounted for (between the
gravitational and the matter sector), as in our approach we
are not restricted to fixing a non-dynamical metric in the
spacetime. In other words, the conservation laws account
completely for fluxes due to a dynamical geometry as well
as matter.
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A. CONFORMAL KILLING VECTORS AND THE
TWO-SPHERE
In this appendix we review some basic properties of con-
formal Killing vectors (CKVs), and in particular CKVs on
the two-sphere.
A vector field X on any n-dimensional Riemannian
manifold (U ,gU ,∇U ) is a CKV if and only if it satis-
fies the conformal Killing equation,
LXgU = ψgU , (140)
where ψ ∈ C∞(U ). This function can be determined
uniquely by taking the trace of this equation, yielding
ψ = 2
n
∇U ·X . (141)
Let us now specialize to the r-radius two-sphere
(S2r, r2S,D), where we denote our CKV by φ. More-
over for ease of notation in this appendix, the two-sphere
volume form S2 [Eq. (14)] is equivalently denoted by E,
i.e. Eij = S
2
ij .
In this case, the conformal Killing equation (140) is
D(iφj) = 12r2S
ijDkφ
k ⇔ D〈iφj〉 = 0 , (142)
where 〈··〉 on two indices indicates taking the STF part.
The solution to this equation can be usefully expressed in
the form of a spherical harmonic decomposition in terms of
the standard direction cosines of a radial unit vector in R3,
which we denote by rI . In spherical coordinates {xi} =
{θ, φ}, it is simply given by
rI(θ, φ) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) . (143)
This satisfies the following useful identity:
∫
S2r
S2
∏`
n=1
rI` =
{
0 , for ` odd ,
4pi
(`+1)!!δ
{I1I2 · · · δI`−1I`} , for ` even ,
(144)
where (`+1)!! = (`+1)(`−1) · · · 1 and the curly brackets
on the indices denote the smallest set of permutations that
make the result symmetric. In particular, the ` = 2 and
` = 4 cases (which suffice for the calculations presented in
this paper) are:∫
S2r
S2 r
IrJ = 4pi3 δ
IJ , (145)
∫
S2r
S2 r
IrJrKrL = 4pi15
(
δIJδKL + δIKδJL + δILδKJ
)
.
(146)
We can construct from Eq. (143) two sets of ` = 1 spher-
ical harmonic forms on S2r, namely the boost generators,
BIi (θ, φ) = DirI
=
(
cos θ cosφ cos θ sinφ − sin θ
− sin θ sinφ sin θ cosφ 0
)
, (147)
and the rotation generators,
RIi (θ, φ) = Ei jBIj = I JKrJBKi
=
(
− sinφ cosφ 0
− sin θ cos θ cosφ − sin θ cos θ sinφ sin2 θ
)
,
(148)
where IJK is the volume form of R3. We can obtain from
these the vector fields BiI = 1r2 δIJSijBJj = DjrI and
RiI = 1r2 δIJSijRJj = Ei jBjI , which satisfy the Lorentz
algebra
[BI ,BJ ] = IJ KRK , (149)
[RI ,BJ ] = − IJ KBK , (150)
[RI ,RJ ] = − IJ KRK . (151)
From the above, it is possible to derive a number of use-
ful properties:
rIB
I
i = 0 , DiBIj = −SijrI ⇒ SijDiBIj = −2rI ,
(152)
rIR
I
i = 0 , DiRIj = EijrI ⇒ SijDiRIj = 0 . (153)
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Using these, one can show that the sets of ` = 1 vector
fields BI and RI all satisfy the conformal Killing equa-
tion, i.e.
D〈iBj〉I = 0 = D〈iR
j〉
I . (154)
Finally, we give a list of useful relations for various con-
tractions involving these vector fields:
SijBIiB
J
j = SijRIiRJj = −EijBIiRJj =P IJ , (155)
SijBIiR
J
j = EijBiIBjJ = EijRiIRjJ = IJKrK ,
(156)
δIJB
I
iB
J
j = δIJRIiRJj =Sij , (157)
δIJB
I
iR
J
j = − Eij , (158)
IJKB
I
iB
J
j = IJKRIiRJj =EijrK , (159)
IJKB
I
iR
J
j =SijrK , (160)
where P IJ = δIJ −rIrJ projects vectors perpendicular to
the radial direction.
Now we have everything in hand to formulate the general
solution to the conformal Killing equation (142) on S2r; it
can be expanded as:
φj = 1
r
[
Dj
(∑
`∈N
ΦI1···I`
∏`
n=1
rIn
)
+ Ej kDk
(∑
`∈N
ΨI1···I`
∏`
n=1
rIn
)]
, (161)
= 1
r
[ (
ΦIBjI + ΨIRjI
)
+
∑
`≥2
`
(
ΦI1···I`BjI1 + Ψ
I1···I`RjI1
) ∏`
n=2
rIn
]
,
(162)
where to write the second equality we have used the fact
that ΦI1···I` and ΨI1···I` are symmetric in their indices.
One can thus check that
Diφj =χ
[ (
−ΦISij + ΨIEij
)
rI + 2
(
ΦIJ
{
−SijrIrJ +BiIBjJ
}
+ ΨIJ
{
EijrIrJ +BiIRjJ
})
+
∑
`≥3
`
(
ΦI1···I`
{
−SijrI1rI2 + (`− 1)BiI1BjI2
}
+ ΨI1···I`
{
EijrI1rI2 + (`− 1)BiI1RjI2
}) ∏`
n=2
rIn
]
.
(163)
We are interested in working with the ` = 1 and ` = 2
parts of φ corresponding to linear momentum only (Ψ =
0):
φi`=1 =
1
r
ΦIBiI , (164)
φi`=2 =
2
r
ΦIJBiIrJ . (165)
B. DETAILED CALCULATIONS FOR THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Rigid quasilocal frame inertial with the background “point particle”
For the background momentum change, the ` = 1 and ` = 2 parts are computed respectively as follows:
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(
p˙(φ`=1)
)
(0)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚
(
E˚α˚ ·φ`=1 + P˚D ·φ`=1
)
(166)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2 [1 +O (r2)]( [− 2
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
Sij
[
r2E˚JKB
J
i r
K +O (r3)] [rΦIBIj ] (167)
+
[
− 1
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
rΦIBIj
])
(168)
= 1
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 +O (r2)] ([2 +O (r2)] [O (r2)]+ [1 +O (r2)]SijDiBIj ) (169)
= 1
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2
(
−2rI
)
+O (r2) (170)
=O (r2) , (171)
and(
p˙(φ`=2)
)
(0)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚
(
E˚α˚ ·φ`=2 + P˚D ·φ`=2
)
(172)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2 [1 +O (r2)]( [− 2
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
Sij
[
r2E˚JKB
J
i r
K +O (r3)] [2rΦIJrIBJj ] (173)
+
[
− 1
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
2rΦIJrIBJj
])
(174)
= 1
κ
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 +O (r2)] ([2 +O (r2)] [O (r2)]+ [1 +O (r2)]SijDi [2ΦIJrIBJj ]) (175)
= 2
κ
ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
(
SijDi
[
rIBJj
])
+O (r2) (176)
= 2
κ
ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
(
SijBIiB
J
j + rISijDiBJj
)
+O (r2) (177)
= 2
κ
ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
(
P IJ − 2rIrJ
)
+O (r2) (178)
=O (r2) . (179)
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For the perturbed momentum change, we have
δp˙(φ`=1)(δN) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2δN
(
E˚α˚ ·φ`=1 + P˚D ·φ`=1
)
(180)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2δN
([
− 2
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
Sij
[
r2E˚JKB
J
i r
K +O (r3)] [rΦIBIj ] (181)
+
[
− 1
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
rΦIBIj
])
(182)
= 1
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 δN
([
2 +O (r2)] [r2E˚JKrKP JI +O (r3)]+ [1 +O (r2)] [−2rI]) (183)
= − 2
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 δNr
I +O (r2) , (184)
δp˙(φ`=1)(δE) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚δEα˚ ·φ (185)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2 [1 +O (r2)] [ m4pir2 ] 1r2Sij [r2E˚JKBJi rK +O (r3)] [rΦIBIj ] (186)
= − m4pirΦIE˚JK
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 +O (r2)] [rKP JI]+O (r2) (187)
=O (r2) , (188)
and
δp˙(φ`=1)(δP) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚δPD ·φ`=1 (189)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2
[
1 + 12r
2E˚IJr
IrJ +O (r3)] [ m8pir2 − 1κδan
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
rΦIBIj
]
(190)
= − rΦI
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + 12r
2E˚IJr
IrJ +O (r3)] [ m8pir2 − 1κδan
] (
−2rI
)
(191)
=O (r2) . (192)
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Rigid quasilocal frame inertial with the moving object in the perturbed spacetime
The ` = 1 background momentum change is given by (p˙(φ`=1))(0) = (p˙(φ`=1)(E˚) )(0) + (p˙
(φ`=1)
(P˚) )(0). We have:(
p˙(φ`=1)(E˚)
)
(0)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚ E˚α˚ ·φ`=1 (193)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2 [1 +O (r)]
[
− 2
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
Sij
[
rAKB
K
i +O
(
r2
)] [
rΦIBIj
]
(194)
= 2
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 [1 +O (r)]
[
1 +O (r2)]Sij [rAJBJi BIj +O (r2)] (195)
= 2r
κ
ΦIAJ
∫
S2r
S2 S
ijBJi B
I
j +O
(
r2
)
(196)
= 2r
κ
ΦIAJ
∫
S2r
S2 P
IJ +O (r2) (197)
= 16pi3κ rΦ
IAI +O
(
r2
)
, (198)
using the fact that
∫
S2r
S2 PIJ =
∫
S2r
S2 (δIJ − rIrJ) = 4pi(1− 13)δIJ = 8pi3 δIJ , and(
p˙(φ`=1)(P˚)
)
(0)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚ P˚D ·φ`=1 (199)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2
[
1 + rAJrJ +O
(
r2
)] [− 1
κr
− 1
κ
AKr
K +O (r)
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
rΦIBIj
]
(200)
= 1
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rAJrJ +O
(
r2
)] [
1 + rAKrK +O
(
r2
)]
SijDiB
I
j (201)
= − 2
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rAJrJ +O
(
r2
)] [
1 + rAKrK +O
(
r2
)]
rI (202)
= − 4
κ
rΦIAJ
∫
S2r
S2 r
JrI +O (r2) (203)
= − 16pi3κ rΦ
IAI +O
(
r2
)
, (204)
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where in the fifth equality, the fact that
∫
S2r
S2 rI = 0 leads to the vanishing of the O(r0) term. Adding the two results,
(p˙(φ`=1))(0) = O(r2). For the ` = 2 part, we similarly have (p˙(φ`=2))(0) = (p˙(φ`=2)(E˚) )(0) + (p˙
(φ`=2)
(P˚) )(0). First,(
p˙(φ`=2)(E˚)
)
(0)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚ E˚α˚ ·φ`=2 (205)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2
[
1 + rANrN +O
(
r2
)] [− 2
κr
+O (r)
]
(206)
× 1
r2
Sij
[
rAKB
K
i + r2
(
E˚LM −ALAM
)
BLi r
M +O (r3)] [2rΦIJrIBJj ] (207)
= 4
κ
rΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rANrN +O
(
r2
)] [
1 +O (r2)] (208)
×Sij
[
AKB
K
i + r
(
E˚LM −ALAM
)
BLi r
M +O (r2)] [rIBJj ] (209)
= 4
κ
r2ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2 r
ISijBJj
[(
E˚LM −ALAM
)
BLi r
M +ANrNAKBKi
]
+O (r3) (210)
= 4
κ
r2ΦIJ E˚LM
∫
S2r
S2 r
ISijBJj B
L
i r
M +O (r3) (211)
= 4
κ
r2ΦIJ E˚LM
∫
S2r
S2 P
LJrIrM +O (r3) (212)
= 16pi5κ r
2ΦIJ E˚IJ +O
(
r3
)
(213)
where in the fourth equality, the O(r) term vanishes upon integration since it is an ` = 3 spherical harmonic, and in the
seventh, we have used the fact that∫
S2r
S2 P
LJrIrM =
∫
S2r
S2 (δLJ − rLrJ)rIrM =
4pi
15 (4δ
LJδIM − δLIδJM − δLMδJI) , (214)
along with the fact that ΦIJ and E˚IJ are STF terms. Next,(
p˙(φ`=2)(P˚)
)
(0)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚ P˚D ·φ`=2 (215)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2
[
1 + rALrL +O
(
r2
)] [− 1
κr
− 1
κ
AKr
K +O (r)
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
2rΦIJrIBJj
]
(216)
= 2
κ
ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rALrL +O
(
r2
)] [
1 + rAKrK +O
(
r2
)]
Sij
[
BIiB
J
j + rIDiBJj
]
(217)
= 2
κ
ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rALrL +O
(
r2
)] [
1 + rAKrK +O
(
r2
)] [
P IJ + rI
(
−2rJ
)]
(218)
= 2
κ
ΦIJ
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rALrL +O
(
r2
)] [
1 + rAKrK +O
(
r2
)] [
P IJ − 2rIrJ
]
(219)
=O (r2) . (220)
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Here we would need the next (linear in r) term in the expansion of P˚ (the one for N˚ is easy to obtain) in order to explicitly
calculate the O (r2) term above. In any case, we have found, just as in the PP-inertial case, (p˙(φ`=2))(0) = O(r2).
For the O(λ) part, as in the “point particle”-inertial case, we will have
δp˙(φ`=1) =
∑
Q∈{δN,δE,δα,δP,δD}
δp˙(φ`=1)(Q) . (221)
We compute these terms one by one. First,
δp˙(φ`=1)(δN) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2δN
(
E˚α˚ ·φ`=1 + P˚D ·φ`=1
)
(222)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2δN
([
− 2
κr
+O (r)
] 1
r2
Sij
[
rAKB
K
i +O
(
r2
)] [
rΦIBIj
]
(223)
+
[
− 1
κr
+O (1)
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
rΦIBIj
])
(224)
= 1
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 δN
([
2 +O (r2)]Sij [rAKBKi BIj +O (r2)]+ [1 +O (r)]SijDiBIj ) (225)
= − 2
κ
ΦI
∫
S2r
S2 δNr
I +O (r) . (226)
Next, we have
δp˙(φ`=1)(δE) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚δEα˚ ·φ (227)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2 [1 +O (r)]
[ m
4pir2
] 1
r2
Sij
[
rAKB
K
i +O
(
r2
)] [
rΦIBIj
]
(228)
= − m4piΦIAK
∫
S2r
S2 P
KI +O (r) (229)
= − m4piΦIAK
∫
S2r
S2 P
KI +O (r) (230)
= − 23mΦIA
I +O (r) , (231)
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and
δp˙(φ`=1)(δP) = −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2N˚δPD ·φ`=1 (232)
= −
∫
S2r
S2 r
2
[
1 + rALrL +O
(
r2
)] [ m
8pir2 −
1
κ
δan
] 1
r2
SijDi
[
rΦIBIj
]
(233)
= − ΦI
∫
S2r
S2
[
1 + rALrL
] [ m
8pir2
]
r
(
−2rI
)
+O (r) (234)
= m4piΦIAL
∫
S2r
S2 r
LrI +O (r) (235)
= 13mΦIA
I +O (r) . (236)
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